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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION: “UNMUSICAL ENGLAND”

Art and Music, say what you will, are exotics. They are the luxuries, not the necessaries, of
English life, got from abroad like Paris bonnets. Our popular applications of both are deplorable.
The art of our streets is atrocious—so is the music of our music-halls.1

When American musicologists of today consider musical achievements of the late
Victorian era, which they rarely do, the general consensus seems to be that there is little worth
writing about. They, like critics of nineteenth-century Britain, hear only noise and triviality. An
exception to this trend may be found in a continued interest in the canonical operettas written by
Sir Arthur Sullivan and William Gilbert for Richard D’Oyly Carte’s Savoy Theater. Sadly, only
a fraction of the attention paid to these works by enthusiastic amateur performance societies is
devoted to scholarly discourse. Concurrent music theatrical texts unable to withstand the tests of
time have, not surprisingly, received far less scrutiny. The purpose of this thesis is to reevaluate
these long-held traditions by applying critical social theory to two genuinely obscure documents
from the British (primarily London) musical stage as it existed during the decade of the 1890s.
Doing so reveals a polemic that has otherwise been obscured.
Rather than focusing solely on the famed compositional pair, I have chosen to view a
specific feature of the generic idiom to which they contributed, i.e. an apparent Savoy “intertext”
where issues of class and race manifested into a particular “brand” of consumed entertainment.
This thesis will consider two operettas created specifically for that stage: The Nautch Girl; or,
The Rajah of Chutneypore (1891) by George Dance, Franz Desprez and Edward Solomon, and
Utopia Limited; or, The Flowers of Progress (1893) by Gilbert and Sullivan. What would

1

H.R. Haweis, “Unmusical England,” Illustrated London News, 27 June 1891, 854.
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perhaps strike most readers, save for the most devout Gilbert and Sullivan aficionado, is that
neither piece has, to date, been regularly performed by professional or amateur theater
companies. Both are, in effect, postscripts to the glories of a preceding decade’s successes.
Their absence from current performed repertoires, however, does not preclude one from finding
problematic issues in their originally performed contexts. More than a century after their
productions, the politics of race and class and the business generated by them, remain
underestimated and difficult concepts to adequately grasp.
In order to establish the basis for my subsequent arguments, it would be prudent to
directly quote material from the opening choruses of both operettas. The Nautch Girl opens on a
peripheral street in the mythical town of Chutneypore, India.2 There, a chorus of Sudras sings:
Beneath the sky of Blue, the indolent Hindu, reclines the whole day long. He scorns all worldly
trouble, for life’s a fragile bubble, and death a sweet sweet song. He scorns ambitious schemes, he
weaves no lofty dreams, his glance is on the ground. Why tinge today with sorrow, when with the
dark tomorrow grim Siva’s call may sound” (italics for emphasis).3

Two years later, audiences at the Savoy were presented with tropical maidens reclining in
paradise “enjoying themselves in lotos-eating fashion,”4 who openly declare in Utopia Limited’s
introductory song:
In lazy languor—motionless, we lie and dream of nothingness; for visions come from Poppydom
direct at our command. Or, delicate alternative, in open idleness we live, with lyre and lute and
silver flute, the life of Lazyland” (italics for emphasis).5

2

Chutneypore is, of course, not a real name of a town, but rather a comical abstraction. “Chutney” is a pickled
condiment usually made of spices, fruits, and herbs. “Pore” is an Anglicization of the Sanskrit “pur,” which is
roughly equivalent to the term “city.”
3
Edward Solomon, The Nautch Girl or, The Rajah of Chutneypore, Vocal Score, Libretto by George Dance and
Frank Desprez (London: Chappell and Company, 1891); In the Hindu caste system Sudras represent the laboring
classes of people who serve at the discretion of the upper classes of Brahmins, Ksatriyas, and Vaiśyas and are not
eligible to learn Sanskrit or study the Vedas. Below them are the outcasts, those labeled as untouchable and
unseeable, who perform the least respected tasks.
4
As per stage directions in the libretto’s entr’acte.
5
Arthur Sullivan, Utopia Limited, or The Flowers of Progress, vocal score, libretto by William Gilbert (London:
Chappell and Company, [1893]).
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Thus, at one of nineteenth-century London’s most influential musical theaters the initial
portrayals of non-Western Europeans—or as the social critic Edward Said identifies them,
Oriental subjects—were far from sympathetic. Judging the operettas by nothing more than their
opening lines, a hypothetical attendee of the original productions might well imagine that
“natives” beyond British shores were on a self-destructive path. The depiction that they were
slothful, fatalistic, and were addicted to narcotics echoed colonial propaganda and was anything
but subtle.
Patrons who stayed through the whole of each show got much the same. Representations
of the nautch dancer, a centuries-old traditional occupation for women that had both sociological
and religious significance, confirmed later Victorian conceptions that Indian females were little
more than scheming whores. Similarly, Polynesians were paraded as overly enamored with the
British way of life—to a fault. Worse still, they were somehow akin to African American
minstrel characters, idyllic Greeks, and possibly (by abstraction) the Irish. Even if audience
members had known better, and many surely did, what appear to be blatantly racist portrayals of
human beings and gross misrepresentations of non-Western social structures were nevertheless
presented for fleeting laughs. They remain troubling historical records even today.
To be fair to Victorian sensibility, however, the series of Savoy operettas leading up to
the two productions in question were more often than not farces on British institutions, fashions,
class hierarchies, and other domestic peculiarities. It stands to reason that both The Nautch Girl
and Utopia Limited would continue such a formula. The exotic, slavishly erected as an elaborate
façade to shield the public’s eye from the librettists’ and composers’ satirical social flagellations,
was simply good business. But when scrutinized closely, the exotic was rarely as far away as the
theater’s marquee advertised. This is the particular insight I am most concerned with. The fact

3

is, for Britons of the late nineteenth century, race and class-consciousness were highly
interconnected dialogues. As neither was mutually exclusive, both must be considered in any
critical analysis of the operettas’ English and musical texts.
Here a caveat presents itself. I agree in principle with Douglas Lorimer’s suggestion that
investigations of this type “run the risk of colonizing the Victorians . . . [and that] to use the
language of colonial discourse, involves the making of the Victorians into our ‘others’. . . .”6
Specifically, I recognize that this thesis may impose early twenty-first century American
sentiments on late nineteenth-century British ones. Race is, of course, a much more pronounced
dialogue than class identity in the United States. However, I am hard-pressed to hear and read
these music theatrical pieces as anything but suspect texts; the sad fact remains that the operettas
and their creators profited (or at least attempted to) at the expense of nameless and voiceless
people, both at home and abroad. What makes these musical texts particularly worthy of such a
study is that, because the operettas were hardly seen as examples of high literary or
compositional art, they in no way encouraged the audience to grow or learn from having
experienced them; they were essentially disposable consumer goods exploiting listener’s latent
beliefs about race and class. Since the pieces under scrutiny here have essentially been thrown
away, successive generations have been unable to attach differing ideologies to them and thus
cloud the historical record. Both the music and the social discourse that speaks through it merit
resurrection.
My central thesis, then, is that at the heart of these light musical entertainments lies the
issue of representation, particularly as it relates to late nineteenth-century British attitudes
towards Oriental subjects, their social hierarchies, and the assimilation of both into familiar

6

Douglas Lorimer, “Race, Science and Culture: Historical Continuities and Discontinuities, 1850-1914,” in The
Victorians and Race, ed. Shearer West (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1996), 12.
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patterns. My primary concern does not solely rest with British misperceptions attributable to
great distance. The Other, it seems, was always both near and far. To make this point, I have
taken Edward Said’s groundbreaking work in Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism as a
natural departure point, supplementing its primary arguments with those of subsequent authors,
particularly John MacKenzie in Orientalism: History Theory and the Arts, and David Cannadine
in Ornamentalism: How the British Saw Their Empire. Through careful consideration of each of
the abovementioned sources, I have become convinced that the way in which the West (here
primarily Britons) viewed its Others may have been hegemonic, but that these views manifested
themselves in such radically different patterns of behavior that to read into them a single,
transgressive British behavior would be irresponsible.
The choice to focus on these two particular musical productions grew out of a personal
interest in the history of Victorian popular culture and in the final years of the Savoy Theatre
itself. I have also had a desire to engage the increasingly influential concepts of exoticism and
“imperial design” in modern musicological research. In many ways each complements the other
well and I find it curious that only The Mikado, of all the possible Oriental productions at that
theater (or any other for that matter), has made it into the pages of recent musicological journals.7
Here, then, is where this paper seeks to place itself: a footnote of the music-historical narrative
that is sullied with the common stereotypes of a day long past, but for which no author seems to
yet care and take much issue.
A final word on methodology is warranted here. It has become apparent to me that
Orientalism, per se, has in many cases been utilized to rationalize the creation of “greatest hits”
lists, which, although informative, can be exhaustive in scope and taxing for the historian

7

Michael Beckerman, “The Sword on the Wall: Japanese Elements and Their Significance in The Mikado,” Musical
Quarterly 73 (Fall 1989): 303-319.
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genuinely concerned with period- and genre-specific texts. Here I am thinking of a number of
recent writings that discuss the scope of Orientalism and exotic representation both across the
European continent and through the annals of Western musical history from at least 1500 to the
present.8 The most difficult problem I perceive in this trend is that many such arguments risk
treating wildly divergent musical platforms as completely analogous social products. Conceived
as such, operas, symphonies, concerti, and chamber music from different national and historical
traditions are reduced to little more than misguided sonic voyeurisms of distant locales and
cultures by a naïve public. Simply put, readings at the “macro” level brush too many issues
aside.
While I take little issue with their accounts of the ways in which the Orient can be
sonically represented, the sheer repetition of musical texts from one writing to another, the lack
of inclusion of “light” genres, and their failure to put the representative texts into specific
sociological (even socioeconomic) contexts begs for a different type of analysis. I believe that
by viewing specific contextual elements within the confines of a select few texts, the type of
narratives Edward Said proposed in Orientalism—those that treat individual societies and reject
pan-isms, both new and old—are far more plausible. Thus, I have focused on a critical time
period at the Savoy Theatre in its final active years of new productions as a limiting factor, or
mise en scène, for this thesis. That period encompasses the years 1891 to 1893. The two chosen
operettas were the first productions to appear on that stage after the infamous Carpet Quarrel’s
inception and its respective conclusion. Before discussing the specifics of these musical texts, a
few words concerning the Savoy as the 1890s approached are warranted.
8

Particularly Ralph P. Locke, “Cutthroats and Casbah Dancers, Muezzins and Timeless Sands: Musical Images of
the Middle East,” in The Exotic in Western Music, ed. Jonathan Bellman (Boston: Northeastern University Press,
1988), 104-36; Derek Scott, “Orientalism and Musical Style,” Critical Musicology Journal,
[http://www.leeds.ac.uk/music/Info/CMJ/Articles/1997/02/01.html], May 2003; John McKenzie, Orientalism:
History, Theory, and the Arts (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995), 138-76.
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As theaters go, the Savoy was a well-respected and advanced building in London’s
Strand with a distinguished career of fashionable, funny, yet sensible entertainments. Designed
to attract an audience from the middle and upper classes, Carte’s theater was an important link in
a growing enterprise based on London society’s ever-fertile conspicuous consumption of
hospitality, technological innovation, and entertainment.9 As such, evenings at the Savoy not
only implied a show, but possibly also accommodation (The Savoy Hotel), food (Savoy
Restaurant, dinners and suppers accompanied by the orchestra), a bar, numerous seating
arrangements with competitive prices, as well as the still novel benefits provided by electric
lighting (see appendix 3). The theater had enjoyed mounting success with the maturing Gilbert
and Sullivan series of new operas, interspersing these with revivals of older shows that Carte,
financing the pair, had put on at London’s Opéra Comique. As both a follower and setter of
trends, the Savoy had profited heavily from London society’s fascination with the Japanese in its
production of The Mikado and had made stars out of relatively obscure individuals from across
the British Isles. However, by the early 1890s London audiences were beginning to tire of the
biting social commentary made famous by W.S. Gilbert, preferring instead the lighter fare that
would dominate the music theater halls into the early twentieth century. Sullivan’s manner of
“light” composition, by contrast, remained relatively popular with the British public through the
final decade of his life. Sadly, spectacle at other venues had drawn much of his audience away.
It could be posited that the turn away from the popularity of the Savoy style of British
musical theater, with its sense of mid-Victorian decorum and quick-wittedness, towards the
spectacle, sex, and song characteristic of the Edwardian theater signaled the death of England’s
only legitimate claim to a school of comic opera that might rival those of other European

9

On conspicuous consumptions see John Brewer and Roy Porter eds., Consumption and the World of Goods
(London: Routledge, 1993).

7

nations.10 If this were the case, the Savoy’s demise from popular appeal was a slow and
uncooperative affair, as it continued to produce shows of moderate-to-fleeting success through
the nineteenth century’s final decade. Of the thirteen full-length operettas to appear at that stage
between 1891 and 1899 (not including the Gilbert and Sullivan revivals after 1896), only four
could produce revenue justifying the house to stay open beyond two hundred performances.11
These were Sydney Grundy and Sullivan’s Haddon Hall (1892), the two operettas under
consideration in this thesis, and Basil Hood and Sullivan’s The Rose of Persia; or, the Story
Teller and the Slave (1899). At the other end of the spectrum, six of the productions could not
fill the theater for more than one hundred performances, one of these withdrawn at sixty-one and
two at fifty. This stands in sharp contrast, not only to the precedence set in the past decade, but
also to the rousing successes at competing theaters, particularly George Edward’s Gaiety and
Daly’s Theaters. Though an increasing number of these works were burlesques, musical
comedies, and musical plays, many utilized the same formula of exotic representation under
consideration here. Among these we may count Branscombe and Ross’s Morocco Bound
(1893), Greenbank and Jones’s The Geisha and San Toy (1896, 1899), Dance and Talbot’s A
Chinese Honeymoon, as well as numerous failed and short-lived productions. In almost every
case, but particularly at the Savoy, the operettas functioned by interspersing contemporary events
at home and abroad within established genres of nineteenth-century “light” English musical
composition. Apparently composers attempted to evoke the semblance of “Eastern” music
within their own scores on several occasions; though relatively few of them appear in The
Nautch Girl and Utopia Limited, they will nevertheless be considered here as appropriate.

10

See Tony Joseph, The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, 1875-1982: An Unofficial History (Bristol: Bunthorne,
1994), 7-20.
11
The numbers concerning the revivals are bleak in comparison to their initial and touring successes, the decade’s
second revival of The Mikado doing the best at 226 performances and The Gondoliers the worst at 125.
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As a final word before discussing the specifics of the two productions, a note should be
made concerning the sources of the texts themselves. I believe that it is important to consider at
least three aspects of the creation of the operettas here: the libretti, productions, and the musical
scores themselves. Both libretti were accessed from multiple sources including an original
Chappell edition of Utopia Limited in my own possession, as well as versions accessed via
secondary literature and “The Gilbert and Sullivan Archive,” an internet repository for
enthusiasts of the Savoy operettas.12 I gathered information concerning both productions from
microform and paper copies of contemporary newspapers and periodicals housed in the
University of North Texas Libraries, as well as published excerpts from Arthur Sullivan’s
diaries, secondary literature, a database of D’Oyly Carte company performers on “The Gilbert
and Sullivan Archive” internet website, and through postings on the “Savoynet” discussion
group.13 An analysis of character names was made using Patrick Hanks and Flavia Hodges’s
concise reference book, A Dictionary of First Names and through consultation of an 1864 edition
of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary.14 With regard to the musical material, the original
orchestral manuscripts are, in both cases, not accessible for detailed critical analysis as of this
writing. Though the specifics of each musical text’s whereabouts will be examined within the
following chapters, musical analysis and criticism was made utilizing the vocal scores published
by Chappell and Company alone. The choice to do so, though a necessary one, has both positive
and negative implications in the writing of this thesis.

12

Paul Seddon and Andrew Smith, “The Gilbert and Sullivan Archive,” [http://math.boisestate.edu/gas/] July 2003.
Mark Shepard, administrator, “Savoynet,” [http://www.cris.com/%7Eoakapple/savoynet/] July 2003.
14
G.&C. Merriam Company, 1864 edition, copyright 1870 and 1903; additions after 1864 are included as a
supplement and all entries cited in this thesis remain in the present edition; Patrick Hanks and Flavia Hodges, A
Dictionary of First Names (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990) devotes two independent sections to the
etymology of Indian and Islamic names.
13

9

First, as documents of composer’s intentions, vocal scores are notoriously inaccurate in
their ability to teach musicologists about some of the specifics of a given text. Absent
orchestration, part writing, and sometimes a great many notes, vocal scores, are primarily
consumer goods; thus they often necessitate simplifications that make them accessible to
amateurs in home and parlor-performance venues. Consequently, they leave much to be desired
for today’s detail-oriented scholar. However, as documents of consumerism, i.e., of how the
public understood certain musical topoi like exotic musical representation, vocal scores can be
extremely useful mediating tools between the Victorian audience, the composer and editors who
made the music readily available, and musicologists seeking a better understanding of the milieu
in which they all interacted. Since much of my own reading of the Savoy operas is based on a
belief that they were intrinsically connected to and dependent on a London audience tirelessly
willing to consume exotic bric-a-brac—both material and intellectual—the study of the only
available musical text today, which also happened to have the greatest circulation then, seems
fairly appropriate. Though much is lost in the absence of the respective orchestral scores and
instrumental parts, and with the knowledge that their availability would inevitably alter or
enhance the arguments made here, I nevertheless hold that judicious contemplation of the vocal
scores, libretti, and production within a discourse concerned with the economical
interconnectedness of class, racial, and exotic representation is a valid one.

10

CHAPTER 2
A WHORE BY ANY OTHER NAME
DANCE, DESPREZ, AND SOLOMON’S THE NAUTCH GIRL
The Nautch Girl; or, The Rajah of Chutneypore premiered 30 June 1891 at the Savoy
Theatre and was arguably the decade’s first piece of new British music theater to explore
elements and themes beyond the borders of Western Europe. It ran for a respectable two
hundred performances, closing on 16 January 1892. Although the operetta toured the
countryside in the following years, the production’s shelf life was far more limited than that of
the Gilbert and Sullivan ventures that preceded it.15 It has had no professional revivals at either
the Savoy or any other theater in the last years of the nineteenth century or in the entirety of the
twentieth.16 The comic opera, with music by Edward Solomon (1855-1895) and lyrics by George
Dance (1857-1932) and Frank Desprez (1853-1916), was the first production at the Savoy not to
have been penned by the compositional team of Sir Arthur Sullivan and William S. Gilbert. This
fact, perhaps above all others, may be the primary reason the musical text has had such a dismal
subsequent performance history. It should be noted, however, that many of the comic and
musical elements of the production are consistent with the quality of the Gilbert and Sullivan
ventures of the same era.
Most significant for this study, following the popular success of The Mikado at the
Savoy, The Nautch Girl was the first popular British musical text on a conspicuously exotic
subject (excluding the debatable possibility of The Gondoliers) that simultaneously lampooned
current events in London. Similarly, it was the first in a decade of mounting successes on quasiexotic themes in the whole London theater district. Though The Nautch Girl certainly owed a
15
16

Tony Joseph, 128.
Kutt Ganzl, British Musical Theatre, vol. 1, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 425.
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debt to The Mikado for its modest success, a very broad web of “Oriental” or exotic themes can
be seen at work in the two-act operetta that transcends its predecessor. These exotic elements
have never been fully examined.
Through comic jabs and twists on the British understanding of Indian society’s multilayered gradations, the intersection and conflict of British and Indian feminisms, and the use of
seemingly benign musical topoi, The Nautch Girl overtly engaged and exploited many of the
rhetorical and figurative images about the inhabitants of the Indian subcontinent that members of
the London theatergoing public would have carried over from their daily work, political,
religious, and personal lives. As much of the imagery associated with nineteenth-century India
was filtered through varying degrees of an ongoing colonial dialogue (keenly regimented through
English nationalisms), the light musical entertainment well confirms the social and literary critic
Edward Said’s assertion that the European vision of the East was not merely based on a blind
hegemony but was rather a highly discursive and ongoing process.17 Given contemporary events
in both India and Victorian England, this conclusion seems inevitable.
Though the Indian subcontinent had been recognized as a domain of the British Empire
since well before Queen Victoria’s reign, it was during her tenure on the throne that India
achieved significant status as a functional, even successful, colonial enterprise. As the
nineteenth century progressed, much of British society began to recognize that, far from a
heathenistic amalgam of feuding principalities, India and the order imposed by the practices of
its people’s social structures (particularly those practicing the Vedas) reflected the sentiments of
the United Kingdom in ways that many of their present and former colonies never could. With
the notable exception of the Indian Mutiny of 1857 the land had been profitable, relatively
peaceful, and a source of adventure from many Britons’ perspectives. With the suppression of
17
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the rebellion secured and administrative affairs falling into the hands of a select elite, ultimately
governed after 1877 by the Empress Victoria, few fears would remain for the majority of the
British public about the future of Indian affairs. Ignorant of the complexities of Indian society,
British aristocrats, officials, and particularly successful businessmen from the highest order of
the middle classes (the Savoy’s primary audience) perpetuated a myth of a timeless and near
utopian country that mirrored and validated their own patterns of life at home. It was this
representation of a particular type or brand of India that inevitably fueled popular depictions in
the press (Fig. 1 below) and furthered trends in local conspicuous consumption at home. The
Nautch Girl is one example; however, its production in 1891 followed so closely behind other
social and literary events that a few brief words on them is necessary.

Fig 1. The Garden of Sleep; or, “Put That In Your Pipe and Smoke It!”
(Punch, or the London Charivari, 2 May 1891 [101]), 206.

In the years directly preceding The Nautch Girl’s run, Indians were represented to the
British on both grand and intimate terms. The first, and probably most visual display of Indian
nationals, had occurred in June 1887 during Victoria’s Golden Jubilee celebration. A decade
later, Mark Twain witnessed a repeat of the Indian processional and reported in the privately
13

printed Queen Victoria’s Jubilee that "there was an exhaustive exhibition of the hundred separate
brown races of India, the most beautiful and satisfying of all the complexions that have been
vouchsafed to man, and the one which best sets off colored clothes and best harmonizes with all
tints."18 He could as easily have been speaking of the one a decade earlier. Indian nationals,
including the several Maharaja, the Maharao of Cutch, and the Maharani of Cooch Bihar
represented a distinctly visible portion of the celebrants from across the globe during the
ceremonies. The spectacle of their procession and the presence of a large honor guard consisting
of Indian officers from the Punjab Calvary and Bengal Lancers (attired in their “native” military
regalia, each wearing a turban, beards quite heavier than was the current English fashion, and
each brandishing a saber) impressed upon observers both the grandeur of the empire and how the
scope of it contained decidedly alien and unfamiliar elements as well.19
It was in this context that London would receive Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) in 1889,
who was completing a tour as the correspondent for The Pioneer that took him from India, across
Southeast Asia, the Pacific, America and the Atlantic, and finally to English shores. With a
growing list of poems on the complexities of Indian life, Kipling became a favorite in literary
circles by presenting the London population with depictions of life on the subcontinent. His tales
were so engrossing, and his fame so enormous, that The Times wrote an editorial on him in
1890.20 Though his output continued for many years beyond the span in which The Nautch Girl
enjoyed the popular attention of London audiences, continual readership of older works and new
publications from 1889-1891 aided in the creation of a highly enigmatic Indian image that was to
be reflected in the Savoy entertainment.
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In several key respects, Kipling’s presence in London, and more precisely the Strand,
aids in a reading of the social and exotic intertexts of The Nautch Girl. Upon completion of a
review and analysis of the operetta and its participants, these elements will be revisited. Here it
will suffice to say that Carte, Solomon, Dance, and Desprez capitalized on the exotic through a
“misreading” of earlier texts.21 In an attempt to maximize profits, the collaborators overtly
employed the proven formula of exoticism set by The Mikado. While it may have exploited their
public’s inherent beliefs about themselves and their more liminal subjects, it was unfortunately
open to criticism that it was overly derivative.22 Whether those people were the imagined
Indians of the libretto or unnamed people closer to home remains questionable. Before
examining these implications, however, the show and its creators must be revisited. As is often
the case, the record left by the press provides us with a wealth of materials for such an
investigation.

Production and People Under the Carpet
The reviews of The Nautch Girl’s opening night that appeared in The London Times and
The Illustrated London News on 1 and 4 July 1891 respectively, gave specific notice to the
absence of both Gilbert and Sullivan in their usual roles at the Savoy Theatre. The considerable
spectacle such an event would inherently have meant was of paramount importance. For The
Times reviewer the event was marked by “a slight element of melancholy”; by contrast The
Illustrated London News noted, “The elegant little auditorium has seldom, if ever, presented a
21
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more animated appearance.”23 Both reviewers agreed, however, that the production itself was a
further manifestation of the clear-eyed, sober, and good humor that was expected on the Savoy
stage. But in their reviews one could also find traces of the racial attitudes of the day.
Specifically, The Times mentioned that “Whether in these days of universal religious toleration
there may not be some danger of wounding the feelings of susceptible Buddhists by certain
episodes in the piece is, perhaps, scarcely worth inquiring.”24 Putting aside the perhaps flagrant
misrepresentation (or at best oversimplification) of the multiple intersections of religious
customs in India, and assuming the reviewer had paid enough attention to realize that Brahmanic
adherents of Hindu faith were represented, one must ask if this statement was fair.
One of the primary ways to discern the motivating interests of Carte’s company in its
creation of The Nautch Girl is by making inferences based on the proprietor’s role in the
bickering between himself, Gilbert and Sullivan, the choices of creators and cast for his new
production, and the manner in which the operetta, itself, exploited current events. One of the
many interesting points that may be made about The Nautch Girl’s production and run, is that it
took place at the peak of the most turbulent episode in the Carte, Gilbert and Sullivan
partnership, aptly dubbed by historians and devotees of the Savoy operas “the carpet quarrel.”
As is well known, Gilbert’s malice had arisen over Carte’s deduction of a portion of the profits
from The Gondoliers by the conclusion of its run, and that to this insult, Sullivan had failed to
support him, choosing instead to back Carte’s claim to the funds.25 The events that transpired
included not only letters of outrage between the parties, but also legal proceedings and much
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chatter in the press. The end result was that from the close of The Gondoliers in 1891 until the
resolution of the dispute and presentation of Utopia Limited in 1893, the Savoy marquee lacked
its biggest (and arguably only) claim to fame.
The secondary literature on the careers of Gilbert and Sullivan often overlooks the
ramifications of the events on the Savoy stage or its management, and little is said concerning
how The Nautch Girl navigated the storm. As a consequence to the argument, the Savoy needed
operettas to fill the hall between the years 1890 and 1893. During this interim period, Carte
undertook three ventures aside from The Nautch Girl at the Savoy: a revival of Vicar of the Bray
(1892, 143 performances), as well as the new operettas Haddon Hall (1892-3, 204) and Jane
Annie (1893, 50). It was also during this period that Carte supported Sullivan’s longstanding
ambitions for grand opera; the result was Ivanhoe (1891,155) based upon the Walter Scott novel
of the same name. That The Nautch Girl should open within days of the close of Ivanhoe seems
particularly calculated. Such timing would indicate that Sullivan’s grand opera had left much to
be desired by the public and that its expense could not warrant continual staging.26 A remedy
was needed. Feuding with his greatest assets on the legal stage and thus lawfully unable to put
on revivals of previous shows, Carte was forced the next best option and presented an operetta
that was as close to a Gilbert and Sullivan production as was possible. Absent the two men who
were arguably at the top of their trade, Carte elected to fill their shoes with those next in line.
Since far less biographical data is available concerning Edward Solomon, George Dance
and Frank Desprez than their compositional peers, much of the information about the inception
of The Nautch Girl must rest on conjecture and speculation. For Solomon, it may well have been
another in a long line of spectacles with a foothold on the public’s fascination with exotic locals
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and imagery, which, unlike some other products of his imagination, was fully conceived and
presented to the public forum. An anecdote reported by Alan Hyman’s survey of English
operettas bears repeating here. In a meeting designed to deceive the director of the Alhambra
theater, Solomon is quoted as saying to the librettist Sidney Grundy, “you tell them a story of
Indians [here Native Americans]—stolen white face—battle—arrival of American rescuers—
burning stake—spectacular ballet—and all will be well and the deposit—£200—will be ours.”27
Though that piece never came to fruition, it would seem that Solomon nonetheless found in the
exotic possibilities for profit too tempting to resist. Apparently a first-rate pianist and somewhat
scandalous figure, Solomon was well known to the London public as the composer of The Vicar
of Bray (Globe Theater, 1882), Pocahontas (Empire Theater, 1884), and The Red Hussar (Lyric
Theater, 1889) as well as numerous short comic songs. His name, like many of the other obscure
figures in this thesis, remains a footnote to Arthur Sullivan’s life and works.
Similarly, Sir George Dance, The Nautch Girl’s principal librettist, should also be
recognized for his interest in the East as a setting for his musical theater. Aside from his
collaboration with Solomon, Dance went on to write the lyrics for one of the decade’s most
popular music theater pieces, A Chinese Honeymoon (original touring production 1899, Strand
Theater 1901) with the composer Howard Talbot (1865-1928).28 That piece had a run of several
thousand performances in both British and American theaters. With its constant pandering to
British attitudes towards Asian stereotypes, A Chinese Honeymoon was one of the most widely
disseminated portrayals of Chinese nationals of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
In the case of Frank Desprez, far less of his repertoire can currently be suggested as
exploitative of distant cultures; however, the man himself has at least one striking quality that
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distinguished him as an exotic of sorts. Well known in his day as an essayist and editor of The
Era, an alternative to the London publication The Theater, Desprez supplied the libretti for eight
Savoy curtain raisers and as many as a dozen other theatrical works.29 In addition, Desprez
published a romantic poem entitled “Lasca” in the periodical London Society (November
1882).30 This poem, about two lovers, the protagonist a Caucasian and the heroine a Mexican
girl, was based in part on his own firsthand knowledge of life in late-Reconstruction Era Texas.
Desprez’s poem would become one of the most popular western romance ballads of the twentieth
century. His role was rather smaller than Dance’s however, supplying lyrics for only six of the
twenty-three numbers in the production.
In much the same way that the best available talent was coordinated to write the new
operetta, The Nautch Girl employed the most proven set of actors and actresses available to
Carte. His new venture drew upon the talents of several key figures from his usual troupe,
simultaneously promoting a number of players from his various touring companies to fill both
the chorus and inevitable vacancies during the show’s run. It is particularly interesting to note
that a significant number of the cast can be shown to have invented stereotypical characters in
their respective careers. Many of these inevitably stemmed from The Mikado. Rutland
Barrington (1853-1922), known to many as Pooh Bah, served as the first Punka, Rajah of
Chutneypore.31 Similarly, Jessie Bond (1853-1942), who played China Loofa in The Nautch
Girl, had created of the role of Pitti Sing.32 Finally, Courtice Pounds (1862-1927), who played
Indru, was one of the most “international” of the Orientalist actors in the London Nautch Girl,
29
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having performed as Nanki-Poo in the American, German, and Austrian tours of that same
production.33 For the less well-known names the same standard applied. J.J. Dallas (18521915), replacing Barrington during a brief hiatus, had appeared at the Gaiety Theater in its
productions of The Forty Thieves (1880) and Aladdin (1881).34 Dallas’s replacement in turn, W.
S. Penley (1851-1912) was well known as the Native American, Zapater, from Gilbert and
Clay’s Princess Toto (Strand, 1876). Many less experienced members of the cast also had some
history with exotic representation on stage, though usually this was gained through a provincial
tour of The Mikado. This would seem to indicate that a culture of buffoonery, based on
humorous and backwards Others (much of the “fun” obviously attributable to the popularity of
pidgin English among the Victorians), was present from well before the first ink was set to paper.
How that paper took shape tells us more about London society than one would think possible
from a forgotten comic document.

Exotica within the Score
Specific information concerning the score’s composition has not been readily available in
secondary sources, nor have I been able to find the orchestral score or any pertinent promptbooks
for the production. Similarly, the D’Oyly Carte Opera Company archive was unable to locate
the orchestral score in their collection.35 The only possible lead to the score’s location came
from a posting on Savoynet, which ventured the guess that it had either been destroyed in the fire
suffered by its publisher, Chappell and Company (now Chappell of Bond Street) in 1965, or it
had been lost in the shuffle of storage space in the ensuing trading of hands the company
33
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underwent through the latter part of the twentieth century.36 As it stands today, only the libretto
and vocal score survive as moderately available historical records of the musical text itself,
though the score does not currently appear in the Chappell catalogue.
The Catalogue of Printed Music in the British Library does contain several arrangements
of songs from The Nautch Girl for octet, pianoforte, violin, or voice published by Chappell
during the 1890s as well as a lancers by Bucalossi and two fantasias by Kuhe and Smallwood,
though none of these sources was utilized in the course of research for this thesis.37 In several
respects, these sources would have aided in the arguments that concern audience reception.
Though they cannot inform this thesis, account of these sources as well as sales receipts from
Chappell and other documents still held by the D’Oyly Carte Opera Company archives will
prove a valuable asset for future scholarly projects. Here however, the vocal score alone will
have to suffice.
The vocal score contains twenty-three musical numbers, though only a few may have
nominally seemed exotic to Victorian audiences. Of these, “The Chorus of the Nautch Girls”
(no. 4), “Punka’s Entrance and Song” (no. 7), the Finale of Act I (no. 10), “Bumbo’s Entrance
and Song” as well as the preceding “Melos” (no. 14 a-d and 15), and the “Indian Lullaby” (no.
22) all show isolated materials which may be promising for a discussion of an Orientalist nature
in terms of their melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic content. However, the degree to which these
songs may honestly be called evocative of non-Western musical practices is, more often than not,
highly suspect. This is particularly true in light of modern attempts to categorize such styles of
music.
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As Derek B. Scott discusses in his article “Orientalism and Musical Style,” Easternsounding music may be created using almost any combination of sonic phenomena associated
with a perceived alien musical culture.38 The list of Oriental devices, which he admits can be
used “indiscriminately,” ranges well over two-dozen. They can be fairly specific in their
application (such as the use of augmented seconds and fourths with Lydian or Phrygian
inflexions), or pedestrian and generally disapproved of (such as the use of parallel fourths, fifths,
and octaves) in common western harmonic vocabulary. Much more likely in fact, they may be
derivative of other western musical texts, themselves commenting on Eastern musical practices.
In every case, a specific culturally conceived notion of Eastern or exotic sound is present, though
it is unlikely to be authentic in any respect. That exotic music can be so varied, even
contradictory, from one composition to another then makes sense only by reading the musical
text within a specific and well-defined social context.
Again, the press gives us a window into the ways in which the Savoy audience
interpreted exotic elements within the musical score. In the same review quoted earlier, The
Times noted, “In several passages, and notably in the last number, local colour is used with
happy effect and much intelligence. Actual Hindoo melodies are apparently introduced here and
there.”39 This comment was far gentler than one from The Monthly Musical Record some six
years earlier that described similar “local” musical colors as “barbaric harmony” in Sullivan’s
score to The Mikado.40 Since Britain appeared to lack fertile schools of composition that were as
recognized as the other major powers of Western Europe during the nineteenth century, perhaps
such naiveté isn’t completely unfounded. For much of the British public in the last quarter of the
38
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century, the songs of Sullivan and those in his shadow, as well as numerous forgotten parlor
songs, burlesques, and perhaps excerpts from Handel, Haydn, and Mendelssohn’s most popular
compositions were the mainstay of musical life. While Solomon was undoubtedly aware of
these currents, his use of authentic melodies from the Indian subcontinent (in much the same way
Sullivan had been able to base Act II no. 16, “The Miya Sama,” on a Japanese military song in
The Mikado) remains unclear, though he had ample means to do so.41
For educated musicians such as Solomon, the world of musical composition was hardly
limiting and sources of Indian exotica upon which to draw were numerous. Aside from Léo
Delibes’s Lakmé (1883), discussed more fully below, Solomon could have had access to
numerous settings of Indian melodies derived from William Hamilton Bird’s Oriental
Miscellany (1789), as well as ethnographies concerning the manners of Indian compositional
techniques, instruments, and performance practice. In fact, well over a dozen treatises in English
concerning, and arrangements of, Indian music were published in either London or Calcutta
throughout the nineteenth century.42 That during the piece’s run Charles Russell Day’s (18601900) book entitled The Music and Musical Instruments of Southern India and the Deccan was
published, and that for months before he had been engaged to lecture on his findings, would
indicate that India’s music was at least of some serious and current fascination for learned
musicians.43
Looking at the songs mentioned above, one is hard-pressed to find any material that is
truly alien to western harmonic or rhythmic practice. Though the vocal score gives us no real
indication of how the musical texts were orchestrated, Bernard Shaw’s report in The World that
Carte “had better remove the bassoon, the piccolo, the cymbals, the triangle, and the drums, both
41
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timpani and tamburo from the theatre” and that Solomon “…has given me the worst headache I
ever had in a theatre,”44 gives us some idea that the drum, long a staple of oriental sonic
representation, was a primary means of establishing a pseudo-Indian-like texture in the music.
Examples of Solomon’s orchestration for percussion in the vocal score can bee seen on page 67,
at the double bar following the più lento (one bar before rehearsal letter D), and the final bar of
page 69 (eighth bar of rehearsal letter D), both occurring in the Finale of Act I. The scene is one
of pronouncement, where Indru and Beebee’s marriage is nullified. In both cases, the instruction
in the piano is for the employment of the gong on the final beat of the measure. Presumably this
is to create the illusion of “otherworldliness” (ex. 1 below).
The second of these two has also been preceded by an eight-bar phrase in D minor. In
the first four measures the sopranos and tenors of the chorus sing a descending diatonic line to
the lyrics “Stop the merry marriage bell, hush the joyous song!” after which the first sopranos
(supported by the tenors and right hand of the piano) repeat the rhythmic pattern but alter their
motion to a descending chromatic line on the lyrics “Toll instead the dolesome knell, beat the
mystic gong.” Below the first of these falling lines, the basses and left hand of the piano make a
progression from i-V-vi-V/iv -iv-i-V-i. In the remaining four bars of the phrase the left hand of
the piano and the basses sit on a pedal-point D while the right hand, tenor, and sopranos create
the harmonies i-V-i-V7/IV -IV-N-V-i.
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Example 1.1 Edward Solomon, The Nautch Girl: Finale Act I (no. 10, 68-69), Rehearsal letter D

While chromaticism of the preceding example resembles the same sort of “faux-exotica” heard
in Bizet’s Carmen, Solomon uses it on another occasion to punctuate the dramatic action of the
spoken text. This occurs as a rapidly descending line in the fourth measure of the “Melos”
underneath Pyjama’s ranting about the awakening Idol.

Example 1.2 The Nautch Girl: “Melos” (no. 14a, 115), Bar 3-4.

Similarly, one of the means by which Solomon attempts to create Oriental texture within
the score is through a repetitive use of static and unmoving harmony, colored by occasional
ambiguous harmonies, which inevitably fall back to the tonic without any extended harmonic
progression. Two of the introductions (no. 4 and no. 7) display this quality in a fairly obvious
fashion. In the opening bars of no. 4 the piano remains on the chord of its home key (E minor)
almost exclusively. Only three other harmonies occur. The first, a dominant-seventh chord,
occurs twice above a pedal-point E. The second and third are instances of half-diminished
harmonies, occurring in measure eight and fifteen-to-sixteen, respectively. While the first of
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these is more difficult, occurring on C-sharp and thus apparently acting as viø7 (alternatively read
as a im6 or IV9 absent the root) between the dominant-seventh chords, the second harmony built
on F-sharp, or iiø7, falls back to E minor in much the expected, if somewhat dull, manner
possible of the half diminished seventh chord in a traditional diatonic context.

Example 1.3 The Nautch Girl: Chorus and Solo of Nautch Girls (no. 4, 20), Bar 1-18.

The case is much the same again in no. 7 though its harmonic motion is more active. Here the
entrance music (also marked in the piano’s left hand for cymbal and tympani) follows the
harmonic sequence in A minor: V-i-N64-i-iiø7-i-iiø7-i-V7/V (rootless)-V7-i- N64-i-iiø7-iv-i-viiû7-V,
where it now appears a momentary change of key region to E major has occurred. For several
bars the harmony moves between E and its dominant until another half-diminished-seventh chord
(here on F#) steers the harmony back towards A minor at the entrance of the chorus in m. 19.
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Example 1.4 The Nautch Girl: Entrance and Song, “Room for Punka,” (no. 7, 36), Bar 1-18.

A final point should be noted about Solomon’s quasi-exotic manner of composition,
though it seems a fairly simple one. With the exception of the opening few songs (in which
Indru is most hopeful about his prospects for love) and the ensuing love songs, many of the
topical songs in The Nautch Girl are in a minor mode. Each of the examples cited previously has
predominantly been in a minor key region as is much of the Indian Lullaby (no. 22), a number
that was thought by at least one reviewer (Times, above) to be fairly authentic. Considering the
lack of applied musical education held by much of the audience, one must ask if the
implementation of these keys was meant to evoke the now-common sentiments of “sadness,” and
“lethargy” often attributed to minor key signatures by untrained ears. This, coupled with the
abovementioned examples, would seem to indicate that Solomon may well have been aware of
the exotic “syntax” which had proliferated through nineteenth-century western “art music,” but
that (with perhaps the exception of his exuberance for percussion) only limited application of it
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was necessary to instill his listeners with the affect of Indian music in the broader context of the
melodramatic formula set by the libretto.

Social Discourse within the Libretto
If the score can be shown reflecting both a fairly contemporary upsurge in British
(particularly a learned musician’s) interests in Indian music and creating a distorted fantasy of its
actual practice, the story line shows an equal fascination with imagined Indian social structures,
confusing them with the British social milieu. As should be relatively clear from a reading of the
libretto or synopsis (see appendix 1) much of the dramatic action that unfolds in The Nautch Girl
is directly related to a conflict between the classes. Several examples will illustrate this fact.
First, Indru, Rajah’s song and thus a young man of exalted rank has, from the outset of the story,
fallen in love with a dishonored Brahmin who has taken employment as a dancing girl. Their
love goes unfulfilled through much of the body of the text as he sullies himself and she
unwittingly rises above him through outstanding judiciary means. The Rajah himself, speaking to
the dishonored girl, makes an extended joke that his blood contains substantial amounts of
indigo, a veiled reference to blue-bloodedness any well educated nineteenth-century Briton
would not have failed to miss. As the story progresses it is also learned that the Rajah has
employed numerous poor relations, including a scoundrel cousin in the position of Grand Vizier.
When the Rajah is stripped of his title and tries to exact revenge upon his relatives, he finds
himself duped; his relatives are in fact “lower sorts” of people who have lied to make their way
into the court and thus become immune from an imposed death sentence, which (in the comic
theory of this operetta) will flow through the bloodline and be imposed on his relatives.
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The libretto indicates that three specific Hindu social castes are represented in The
Nautch Girl: the Brahmin, Sudra, and Dalit or Untouchable, though it is the concept of the
Brahmin that is most mistreated. Patrons of the operetta not privy to a libretto and unfamiliar
with India’s graduated society, and thus unaware that Sudras were the voiceless characters
occasionally seen prostrating themselves, could easily infer there were only two groups—one
high and exalted, the other lowly. This concept sat well with significant portions of Victorians
from the middle classes who increasingly saw their own ranks swelling and found ever growing
political and social influence.45 While it is probably safe to say that the Savoy’s level of clientele
did recognize the Hindu social system as a complex web of hierarchies, the situational comedy
essentialized that system into a brief and accessible format by putting forth stock characters who
lampooned iconic representations of colonized Indians.
The reality of the Indian caste system was hardly as simplistic as the entertainment could
make it, though. Based in part on internal evolving religious and civic hegemonies, Indian
society was built upon thousands of divisions within caste boundaries. Numerous factors
influenced one’s standing within society, including familial history, job, skin pigmentation, and
even relative geographical location. An analysis of the caste system, with its numerous facets
and contradictions, is a major undertaking unto itself;46 however, the way in which it was
represented through British eyes at the time of The Nautch Girl’s production is telling.
At the top of the Vedic order is the Brahmin caste, a group structured around the
priesthood whose influence expanded greatly during the nineteenth century. Indian princes,
while undeniably powerful, traditionally pay tribute to them. Great Britain’s ruling elite has no
45
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such specific and structured religious affiliations. While the British monarchy did have its roots
in medieval feudalism—and the office’s powers were archaically derived from the Divine—the
late Victorians recognized the monarchy more as a time-honored tradition than as a religious
institution. Since priests were not a social class unto themselves in nineteenth-century Great
Britain, but an extremely influential class was, it is perhaps understandable that audiences would
have read the social code of the Brahmin caste within their own system. Thus, the monarch and
rajah as well as the powerbrokers in both societies were assumed to be analogous. This is simply
not correct. In reality, Indian rulers, administrators, warriors, and especially the landed gentry
are of the Kshatriya caste. Below these two castes, which, according to figures in the General
Report on the Indian Census of 1891, included less than a quarter of the population, fell a wide
panorama of people performing the day-to-day duties associated with the laboring classes of
Briton.47
In large measure these numbers were identical to Great Britain, with approximately
eighty percent of the population belonging to the working and poor classes.48 If by British
standards the two upper castes were interchangeable, then by extension the Savoy audience of
royalty and wealth, gentry and visiting dignitaries, MPs, men of business, and the upward bound
middle classes of shopkeepers (who came to each night’s performance in socially homogeneous,
descending rank as the season progressed) could laugh in relative safety at the lower sorts of
people paraded upon the stage while simultaneously snickering at the excesses of their own
treasured institutions. The ways in which the libretto beckoned the crowd to do so seems
particularly calculated.
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Clearly, those characters in The Nautch Girl who are honestly high ranking are the most
caring and capable of love, are innocent, often willing to martyr themselves, tending towards the
democratic—or are at least sympathetic to family and friends—and are above all legitimate and
necessary to the equilibrium of the social order. Included among their ranks are Punka the
Rajah, Indru the son, and Beebee the love interest. If this describes how many people feel about
themselves, it was certainly true of Victorian influential society seeking to justify dominance
upon both their isle and the wider world. Somewhat below the trio of blameless characters falls
Baboo Currie, the occasionally seen proprietor of the Nautch troupe and the operetta’s one true
businessman, who seems both genuinely concerned with how the story’s events will affect his
pocketbook and willing to exist within the confines of his social situation. His role was a rather
small one, present only to dissuade Indru from taking Beebee from his roster of performers and
to occasionally spirit the troupe away to the relative safety of European shores. Currie surely
echoed what the more aristocratic audience members must have felt about the encroaching
“middle sorts” into the political fray of London society.
In contrast, those characters in the story of lower social stature than the above-mentioned
trio and the businessman tend to be either deceptive and evil, as in the case of Pyjama, the Grand
Vizier; overly quick to find love and comically enamored with men, as in the case of China
Loofa; or materialistic (perhaps sexually exploitative) like the troupe of nautch dancers
(including Beebee). Though Suttee and Cheetah, Punka’s other purported poor relations with
speaking and singing parts are rarely heard, it seems particularly harsh that they (along with
China Loofa) and the “Ladies of the Court” reveal themselves to be “housemaids, scullions,
cooks, and nurses, governesses, teachers, nurses, toiling, broiling day by day”—all working-class
positions in Victorian London. For the present purpose the incarnated Idol Bumbo is not
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mentioned, though it is through his justice that this reading will return. It is done here simply
because his status as a deity puts him on a level both transcendent of the normal range of human
experience, and makes him the arbiter with final and ultimate authority in the story’s range of
events.
Incidentally, for their representatives of Indian people, Dance and Desprez chose
descriptive names that are, regardless of the character’s social position, oddly trivial. The term
Punka is a derivative of the Hindi pãkha and is a hand operated, canvas ceiling fan. Indru is very
similar to the Hindu god of the atmosphere, Indra, the “man of character,” Indris from the Koran,
or may be a variant of the French Indri or Indry, a lemur from Madagascar. Pyjama is the British
spelling of the loose fitting garment, of which the etymological root is Hindi and Persian. Baboo
or Babu literally means father in Hindi and is often a disparaging term for an English speaking
Indian clerk, while Currie is from Tamil for the spice mix. Loofa is derived from Arabic and
denotes either a tropical gourd producing plant, or a sponge. Similarly, a banyan is an East
Indian fig tree, a tiffin a British luncheon, and a cheetah a leopard. Finally, suttee is the Hindu
practice in which a devoted wife cremates herself on the funeral pyre of her husband. With few
exceptions, the authors of The Nautch Girl found minute details about the distant culture to
explore, to be sure.49
If this is a fair reading of the social dialogue concerning class or caste identity within The
Nautch Girl, then a polemic arises once one has taken into consideration key details of
contemporary events in London and how those events helped to shape concepts of morality half
way across the globe. It does so when one takes account of the intertextual web that evolved
between the late nineteenth-century image of the nautch dancer, the discourse set by Kipling
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upon his arrival in London, and what appears a deliberate misreading of Lakmé. Fortunately for
Carte, the Savoy was in one way or another situated directly between the former two and may
have had the foresight to help shape the latter.
Though the tradition of nautch dancing seems innocent enough today, it was anything but
that for many Victorians of the 1890s. The term had come to be a generic one classifying all
manner of female dancers. Nach (anglicized to Nautch) was associated with a form of
entertainment and patronage somewhat akin to the Japanese Geisha. Traditions vary, but under
the rubric of “nautch dancer” fell the devadasis, naikin, tawaif, nautchinis, and nautchwalis, each
of which was both geographically specific and varied within caste hierarchies. The best-known
dances were often highly erotic, evoking the passions of Krishna and Radha, and were often
performed to Hindi thumri or Persian ghazels accompanied by repetitive melodic and percussive
patterns on sārangī and tabla.50 Nautch dancers could hold considerable religious significance if
associated with a temple and often were highly educated. As an evolving social phenomenon,
nautch dancers were typically associated with a wealthy court, providing both public spectacle
and private titillation. Absent the same moral qualms about women’s sexuality found in
Christendom, adherents of Hindu and Brahmanic order had encouraged and created a
sociological entity unlike anything seen in the West. Though the tradition was undoubtedly an
amalgam of practices, as diverse as the cultural, religious, and physical landscape of India, the
arrival of British men changed practices only slightly by adding a further group of guest and
patrons to entertain. But by the time of The Nautch Girl’s opening, things had radically begun to
change.51
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It would be too simple to call nautch dancers courtesans or to see them as publicly
performing harem girls. They did, however, often fulfill these roles for the influx of British
soldiers and businessmen through the greater part of the nineteenth century. It was not
uncommon for nautch dancers to be the Eastern concubines of British men or for British women
to attend “nautch parties” during the first three quarters of the century. They were so thoroughly
ingrained into the fabric of colonial life and entertainment that a nautch performance during the
visit of Edward, Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII) in 1875 was a natural and
unobjectionable occurrence. The specter of a performance for Albert Victor’s (Edward’s eldest
son, Duke of Clarence and Avondale) visit fifteen years later, however, was an entirely different
matter as it came amidst a growing torrent of hostility towards the nautch tradition.
In reviewing what became to be known as the “anti-nautch” movement of the 1890s, Mrs.
Marcus Fuller quoted “a well-informed correspondent” in The Wrongs of Indian Womanhood
that:
It is saddening to see royal and aristocratic families irretrievably ruined by these women. Many a
wealthy man has had to court poverty and disgrace on this account. Even in middle class society,
many fritter away their youth and money to quench the insatiable thirst of sanctified immorality.52

What was becoming apparent from the writings of missionaries like J. Murdoch of the Madras
Christian Literature Society, who had led the charge against the nautch tradition, and their
adherents like Mrs. Fuller, was that a seemingly insurmountable schism had begun to develop
between Western and non-Western feminist traditions.
From their perspective, Indian society had forced pretty female orphans into a life of
indentured servitude that allowed only an elite few an education. At best, they reasoned, the
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system exploited British men’s desire for darker skin tones in a drive for wealth. Further,
continued patronage by the British had sanctioned such behavior, and in effect, legitimized
prostitution. The goals of such a campaign were simple. The anti-nautch movement called for
the elimination of the system entirely; this would liberate and empower women to become
educated contributors to society. While perhaps noble from their vantage point, the sentiment
imposed Western hegemonies and standards of sexual decency upon a clearly defined system
that in reality touched only a very small percentage of the population.
Looking at the Indian census of 1891 again, in a region that had an estimated population
in excess of 286 million people, only five in ten thousand people were classified as either a
singer or dancer (including both men and women); clearly this represented a minority of the
population.53 Though the Indian subcontinent was hardly in the strictest sense saturated with
singing and dancing queans, it is perhaps understandable that observers recently arrived from
Britain, troubled by contemporary events in London and exposed to the limited segments of the
population with the means to patronize nautch dancers, would have come to such conclusions.54
Back in London, Kipling had brought a fascination for India that had long festered in the
middle and leisure classes’ popular consciousness; but the city in which he took up residence and
the one that patronized him were two very different places. Upon his arrival in 1889 his choice
of residence was on Villiers Street, only a short walk to Embankment Place, or up the Strand to
the Savoy Theatre. London’s Strand, which played host to many of its theaters and music
halls—Kipling was both a regular and contributor of ballads, was also home to a great many
numbers of Britain’s “residuum” classes.55 The very poorest of the poor, the residuum consisted
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of the transients and beggars, music box grinders, mongers of every ware and food, and the
repairmen of every cheap article imaginable. It was also the class of the prostitutes who could be
found on every corner, at every hour of the day or night. What makes them particularly
important for this study is that from August of 1888 to (debatably) April of 1891, prostitutes had
very much been in the media, since they constituted the victims of the “Jack the Ripper” series of
murders.56 It was here, in a sea of what must have seemed the lowest order of people, some
presumably with one foot in death’s door, and all morally ambiguous at best, that the middle and
aristocratic classes had made their annual pilgrimages for the Gilbert, Sullivan, and Carte brand
of humor and song.

Misreading India
As had become standard in the Savoy series, audiences got a dose of well-intentioned and
gentle mocking humor directed back at themselves within the wider context of an essentially
nationalistic (if not parochial) morality play. Solomon, Dance, and Desprez found numerous
facets of London life upon which to make comical reference. Some were fairly obvious to
contemporary audiences while others would have required inordinate amounts of attention to
detail or at least multiple hearings; however, each fit together to create a tapestry of social
familiarity within the overall context of the operetta’s exotic façade. Several examples will
illustrate the point.
Punka’s obsession with the shape of his skull and the weaknesses derived from its
topography signaled a continued fascination with the, by then, mostly discredited science of
phrenology. The practice had in fact given rise to the British Phrenological Society only four
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years earlier in 1887. Beebee’s lengthy diatribe on her own unfortunate legal affairs resembled
the growing minutia Britain’s consumer culture had begun to experience en masse through the
Exchequer’s doctrine of caveat emptor.57 In much the same manner, Punka’s recounting of the
travels of Bumbo’s diamond eye through, among others, the hands of feuding fiancées casually
recalled both the plot of Gilbert and Sullivan’s Trial By Jury and the very real possibility of suit
brought about by the dissolution of a marriage engagement. On the other hand, Indru and
Beebee’s duets together bore striking resemblance to the English wedding vows.
Even the literary, artistic, and social trends of the continent were fair game for The
Nautch Girl. The Times reviewer did not miss the “poor imitation” of “Ein Junglein liebt’ ein
Mädchen” in the duet between Indru and China Loofa near the beginning of the second act
(though the musical material in no way resembles Schumann’s Dichterliebe, op. 48 no. 11). 58
The French were quoted by Bumbo and Chinna Loofa once they had discovered their willingness
to live together in the Duet “Vive la Liberté,” and the German waltz and Spanish cachuca were
represented in the dancing ensemble “If We Travel” (no. 21).
Within the score, attentive listeners could hear reference to women’s suffrage in the
patter quartet “A Different Kind of Person Altogether” (no. 8) with Pyjama’s quip “Not the
house of Commons Person who wants feminine M.P.’s,” and certainly no one missed the musical
reference only seconds later.
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Example 1.5 The Nautch Girl: Quartet, “A Different Kind of Person Altogether,” (no. 8, 52-3), eight bars before rehearsal letter C.

Similar musical effects abound in the score and include comical allusion to missed notes, such as
Bumbo’s line in “Put Upon the Shelf” (no. 15) in which he sings “When a fashionable tenor in
his fascinating way, unutterably yearning just evades his upper A,” singing instead a falsetto g1.
In a broader attempt to create sonic personae, Solomon enacts a shift from the key of D major to
D minor in the respective entrance music of Punka’s poor relations to the main villain Pyjama in
the Act II opening chorus.

Example 1.6, The Nautch Girl: Act II Opening Chorus and Solo, “We Are Punka’s Poor Relations,”
(no. 11, 92 and 97), bars 1-9, final eight bars.

Finally, Solomon occasionally fits in humorous effects to represent action, as in the right hand of
the piano from “The Crocodile Trio” (no. 18) where Bumbo’s ruling is being fully understood by
Punka.
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Example 1.7, The Nautch Girl: Trio “Crocodile,”(#18, 145), Sixth bar after the second double bar.

In general, Solomon’s score, when not trying to evoke the exotic, is far more “parlorlike” than Sullivan’s (as could be expected from a composer well known for comic songs and
who composed for the more bawdy halls of the day), yet its aim seems to indicate a desire to
retain the mix of popular styles typical of the earlier scores in the Savoy series. Mixed into the
musico-lingusitic vocabulary of popular dances, choral numbers, love duets, and patter songs are
numerous other topical jokes and quips directed at the middle sorts of people and popular society
which are lost to present audiences; however, they must have seemed welcome diversion to the
larger problems presented within the course of operetta’s plot. That reality echoed thunderingly
just on the other side of the Savoy’s doors; Lakmé’s conclusion as “misread” by The Nautch
Girl’s appears to be the key.
Lakmé, an example of late nineteenth-century opéra comique, also took India as its
setting; however, the French opera takes place under the contemporary British Raj rather than the
fantastical and timeless India—absent any British influence—portrayed in The Nautch Girl. One
of Delibes’s most successful operas, Lakmé’s great success in Paris helped to launch equally
successful tours of the English-speaking world. It arrived in London on 6 June 1885 at the
Gaiety Theater opposite Gilbert and Sullivan’s Mikado.59 The opera remained a staple at the
Paris Opéra Comique through the remainder of the 1880s, past Delibes’s death in January of
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1891 (another curious coincidence in the inception of The Nautch Girl), and well into the
twentieth century. Lakmé was both representative of the popular appeal a nationalistic
melodramatic opera could achieve, as well as a damning portrayal of English excess. The former
had certainly been a stated goal of Carte from the earliest days of his partnership with Gilbert
and Sullivan and had been part of the motivating interest in building both the Savoy and The
Royal English Opera House. The latter was hardly what his audience would have wanted to see
and hear, however.
In Lakmé’s finale, the female Brahmin (here honestly portrayed) sacrifices her life in
order to save her beloved Gerald, an English officer, from the wrath of her father Nilakantha. He
is xenophobic and holds extreme malice towards the British because of their unjust colonial
policies. The entire situation has only developed because Gerald and his naïve companions had
earlier in the story desecrated sacred ground by stumbling upon a Hindu temple. Adding to the
insult, Gerald had remained after their departure to sketch jewels that have been left at the shrine.
The beauty of the jewels becomes symbolic of their imagined owner. Because of them Gerald
falls in love with Lakmé (or at least her fantastical image). In the end, it is the Hindu woman’s
love and sacrifice that are remembered. Gerald is left in torment, his love lost and a commitment
outstanding to return to his military service, while Nilakantha is left with the knowledge that his
actions were the cause of his daughter’s demise.
This stands in stark contrast to The Nautch Girl’s conclusion. Here, Beebee and her
companion dancers exploit their feminine charms and manipulate the sexual yearnings of the
men around them to shape the story towards their own desired outcome. Even though a critic
noted that the production had “passed through the crucible of the theatre’s censorship,”
numerous episodes within the plot confirmed for the Victorian audience that nautch girls were
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nothing short of harlots.60 Baboo Currie implores Indru (though perhaps for his own self-serving
means) to see Beebee in a less than perfect light in “Roses are Fair” (no. 3). Later, in the
“Chorus and Solos of Nautch Girls” (no. 4) and Beebee’s solo “One Two Three” (no. 5), the girls
confirm that their art form requires them to manipulate men and that they are quite content to do
so. By the end of the operetta Bumbo has condemned Punka and Indru to be thrown into a pit of
sacred crocodiles. Their crimes stem from Indru’s feast of potted cow and the longstanding
annoyance brought about by lack of care while Bumbo was inanimate. The latter ultimately led
to the theft of the Idol’s diamond eye. The order to do so is put upon Pyjama, who not only has
taken the position of Rajah, but is in actuality the person who stole the Idol’s eye. Since the only
person in the operetta who knows the culprit is Punka, it would seem natural enough that he
could reveal this fact at the time of his choosing; however, the former Rajah seems to have gone
quite insane and does not do so until a chain of events is set in motion by the nautch dancers.
Since Bumbo’s edict requires that Pyjama adhere to a strict schedule, Beebee,
accompanied by the nautch girls, Indru, and Baboo Currie entice the villain into forgetting his
duty by performing a fairly suggestive song and dance. Bumbo enters and is agitated by the
delay. In the ensuing confusion Bumbo is informed that Pyjama was the thief. The Idol has him
escorted out, presumably to his death, but only remits his sentences for Punka and Indru upon the
begging of Beebee and his betrothed, China Loofa. Their pleas go mostly unheeded; however,
Bumbo has proved earlier in the libretto to have a lust for women, or is at the very least
“amenable to the charms of female beauty.”61 While ogling Beebee the Idol discovers the
diamond as part of her necklace and everything works out by chance. Here, a jewel is symbolic,
not of idealized beauty, but of beauty that is idolized. Thus, The Nautch Girl’s female cast, and
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particularly those in the roles of nautch dancers, plays a role far less heroic than Lakmé’s in the
concluding events of the operetta. Rather than providing the story with an altruistic gesture they
sell their sexuality and exploit the desires of the men around them. What this signals seems
exceedingly simple; however, it points to fairly troubling aspects of late Victorian society, its
consumerism, and the ways in which it read “alien” cultures at home and abroad.
Through extensive reading of the subsequent history concerning the Savoy operas, it
becomes clear that whatever interpretation one makes of them (nationalist, sentimental, naive,
exploitative, etc.), the conclusion that they were guided by specific business principles with the
intention to cater to the latent beliefs of a specific patron from influential society is practically
unavoidable. The audience of the middle and upper classes with means to frequent the Savoy
was also in a position to recognize problems experienced on the global stage and—more
intimately—upon London’s streets. Operettas like The Nautch Girl asked them to do very little
about it but laugh.
It has become a common maxim that exotic representations and Orientalism are more
about the culture that creates it than the culture it represses, abuses, or comments on. Edward
Said and the numerous adherents to Orientalist criticism contend that the discourse can be an
extremely broad one and that virtually any person who is not occidental, or is a member of an
analogous controlling force, is vulnerable to displacement, feminization, and weakening.62 A
primary argument of the many forms of Orientalism taken under consideration for this thesis is
that the Orient’s voice is not so much silenced, as it is stifled and regimented into a particular
formulaic pattern. By doing so, an illusory persona from which escape is essentially impossible
is perpetuated. This certainly describes both the imagined Indians of the libretto and the
“residuum” to which they seemed to have been analogous. I have also alluded to Victor Turner’s
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concept of liminality with respect to the types of subjects The Nautch Girl sought parity.
Although the two concepts can be mutually exclusive (since a liminal subject often has a means
by which to move beyond the transitory state and Oriental subjects are essentially locked in
place), they can also be complementary if one accepts the possibility of a permanent state of
liminality, from which no real escape is possible, but for which the illusion is nevertheless given.
That describes the illusion of social mobility given to the lower classes in Britain during the
nineteenth century well.
These observations clearly suggest that the concepts of the “Indian,” “Hindu,” and
“Brahmin” were interpreted within the familiar social codes of London society. By extension,
those elements seen by Britons as less pleasing aspects of Indian social order were read in the
exact same manner. In each case, the codes were monolithic states and were impossible to
deviate from for long. Rulers and administrators, businessmen, workers, and especially whores
in India were no different from their perceived English equivalents. Certainly immorality was
not funny, but it did offer the prospect of selling a great many tickets if represented in just the
right ways. Then, like now, sex sells.
In the shadow of numerous continental successes at the Paris Opéra Comique, including a
fairly recent satire upon the British colonial venture, Carte was arguably the best-suited
proprietor of Music Theater to defend English national pride. Knowing his place, and keenly
aware of both his audience and contemporary events, his theater did so by poking fun at British
stereotypes of distant Indians and their analogous local “lower sorts” with no real means to
defend themselves. It is my contention that through a misreading of Lakmé, the theatrical
venture was able to deflect the criticism away from those in relative positions of power in
London, i.e. popular society and the “middle sorts of people,” towards the “lowers sorts” who
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were plaguing the city streets with both noise and filth, sullying the illusion of Victorian
sensibilities, refinement, and good taste. The ultimate goal of such a project then was nothing
short of preserving the sanctity of a growing empire. Though that empire could have been Great
Britain’s, one should consider the equally likely scenario that in a fickle market guaranteeing no
promise in the resumption of his previous successful partnership with Gilbert and Sullivan, it
could have just as easily been the empire of a lone businessman at stake.
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CHAPTER 3
“TO WHICH SOME ADD (BUT OTHERS DO NOT)”
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN’S UTOPIA LIMITED

Nearly two years after The Nautch Girl’s close in January of 1892 the hostilities between
Gilbert, Sullivan, and Carte came to a decisive public conclusion. On 7 October 1893 Utopia
Limited; or, the Flowers of Progress was presented on the Savoy stage. Though the production
was no secret (the press was invited to the dress rehearsal on the previous afternoon), it quickly
became clear that the operetta was of a slightly different breed than previous shows written and
produced by the triumvirate. It would prove to be the trio’s penultimate collaboration. With an
initial run of only 245 performances, a failed showing in the United States with a run of 55
nights, and only a handful of revivals during the twentieth century, the piece has been billed as
one of the most fatally flawed progenies of the whole compositional venture. The result of this
showing has been fairly obvious, as but few of the most devout followers of the Savoy series
know or have seen some form of the production.
Simply put, Utopia Limited is a difficult piece to grasp; until very recently, few have
tried. It is long, verbose, and for those not intimately versed in Victorian culture, it may seem
both archaic and trivial. Many of the jokes are not transatlantic or pan-historic; indeed many of
them do not make sense to contemporary listeners. As a result, much of the literature that exists
has chosen to deal with the technical problems presented by the libretto and score.
Consequently, synopses abound while recordings and criticisms remain few and far between.
While it will be necessary to provide a brief review for readers less familiar with the operetta, my
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intent is to go farther, submitting a substanative critique of the operetta and the culture that
engendered it.
To date, the most popular and persistent reading of the operetta seems to be one that is
solely concerned with imperialism. Jeffrey Richards’s short account of Utopia Limited in
Imperialism and Music contends that Utopia Limited’s production was a single notch in a very
broad career overflowing with patriotism for a country whose business was the world’s business.
With many other topics dealt with in previous shows, the empire itself was due to “come in for
its dose of satire.” 63 Its failure, according to Richards, rested squarely on Gilbert. This
assessment requires reconsideration, however.
Though the parallels with the wider British Empire are unmistakable, the degree to which
the production was a satire on that institution alone is far from clear. Under the rubric of
“imperialist,” a near monolithic descriptor virtually inescapable by the class of Victorians that
Gilbert, Sullivan, and Carte both belonged to and patronized, the creative venture of the trio falls
victim to the legacy left by the now defunct colonial policies of the period. Read as colonial
practice, it simply is not funny. Certainly all were fairly well traveled for their day; Sullivan
made frequent sojourns across the channel and Gilbert even went as far abroad as India in 1890.
Even so, their business venture was (for the most part) an insular one besieged by a competitive
market and a fickle audience. Their concern was with pleasing of audiences in London and
greater Britain, not with matters halfway across the globe. Herein lies the problem for
imperialist criticism. Patriotism and empire have become so inseparable and so pervasive in
writings about British history that critics often fail to see that the two constitute a densely woven
dialogue. As David Cannadine has put it:
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the British Empire was at least as much (perhaps more?) about the replication of sameness and
similarities originating from home as it was about the insistence on difference and dissimilarities
originating from overseas.64

Thus, I contend that while overtly displaying “backward natives” of the tropics and lampooning
their British saviors, the subtext of Utopia Limited’s variety-show-like atmosphere can most
adequately be described as a testament to the self-reflection inherent to Victorian society.
Exoticism, as it had proved time and again, was a façade for the familiar.
But how does one satirize an empire to the imperialist? As shown in the previous
chapter, the Savoy’s target audience included those people setting about the world’s business.
According to Richards, Sullivan was not suited to make radical caricatures of celebrated social
circles he found himself privy to. Indeed, “Sullivan was devoted to the Queen and took seriously
his role as musical celebrant of crown and Empire.”65 Lampooning them would run contrary to
his very nature. In much the same manner, Gayden Wren has reasoned that the operetta’s
“toothless bite” was due to the fact that “Gilbert fundamentally approved of both the age and its
symbol. . .”66 Both of them, in my opinion, have asked the wrong questions. Likewise, much of
the criteria by which they and many others have judged the operetta is flawed.
The operetta’s own contemporary success at the Savoy is debatable. Carte may have
wished for a better showing once the partnership had resumed, especially considering the
expense, but its 245 performances would make it the most well received operetta at the Savoy
during the entire decade.67 Standards of success from one generation to the next are thus fairly
incompatible measurements by which to judge the operetta. I believe that the modest success
that Utopia Limited received in its original performance run is due to its deflection of criticism
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away from those in power towards more inferior, less desirable representative of British society.
In a sense, Utopia Limited was, quite literally, a cakewalk on the backs of the “lower sorts” both
at home and abroad. The operetta was then, in a very real sense, doing the business of an
introspective empire. As with its most recent exotic predecessor at the Savoy, influential
society’s ambivalent attitudes towards the lower classes always appear to be lurking beneath
things. Perhaps a similar dialogue may be read existing between author and composer.
My analysis of the social discourse in Utopia Limited asks several fundamental questions.
The most overarching one seeks to find out who is being satirized by the operetta and to what
end. If it can be demonstrated that the satire is aimed closer to home than abroad, then why does
a veritable Pandora’s box of pseudo-exotic and racial representations appear on both stage and in
the score? Finally, the basic premise of the story’s events begs us to ask whom does a Utopian
society ultimately serve, the governed masses or those vested with authority and power? I
believe that the answers to these questions can be found through a series of literary and musical
intertexts. Clues to these cultural precursors are discernable through an analysis of Gilbert’s
nomenclature and wordplay, as well as through Sullivan’s nationalism and sardonic adherence to
a genre of musical racialism.

Basic Premises, Reception, Groundings
When Utopia Limited premiered at the Savoy it was the third comic operetta to grace
the Savoy stage in less than a decade with a locale outside of the European domain (the fourth if
one’s focus also included Venice and the Kingdom of Barataria from The Gondoliers).68 As a
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formulaic device, distance had proven a fairly stable and profitable foundation upon which to
build a theatrical production in the Savoy repertoire. The Mikado and The Gondoliers had lasted
for 672 and 554 nights respectively while The Nautch Girl had helped to keep Carte’s business
afloat during hard times with its two hundred performances. Though the latter was a far cry
from the mounting successes of the late 1880s (Ruddigore being the exception), it had done
particularly well compared to the other ventures absent either half of the pair in the early 1890s.
It is then hardly a surprise that Utopia Limited should have taken any other shape and that its
final setting lay in the heart of a tropical paradise half a world away. That no expense seems to
have been spared in the production, and the (almost absurd) degree of accuracy in the creation of
certain sequences within the operetta, should have been equally as expected.69 Subsequent to its
first night, the operetta was subject to extensive revisions. 70 Even so, those audiences who saw
some form of the production witnessed a story about an island in the South Pacific whose
population—local villains aside—enlisted the help of “progressive” British archetypes to
“anglicize” their backward little island. They were presented with a despot who wanted the hand
of his daughters’ governess, as well as a crown and state to match that of Victoria’s.
Those willing to brave the enormity of the first act’s length were treated to a mock
minstrel performance, a highly authentic recreation of a royal drawing-room ceremony, and a
minor onstage revolution. Most importantly, they witnessed the island’s metamorphosis from its
utopian and lazy origins, to an anarchic and confused state, to finally a “perfected” civil society
blissfully stagnant from feuding party politics. In many cases Gilbert was accused of lacking
two former texts, Our Island Home (1870) and The Pirates of Penzance (1979), the latter of which was premiered in
America, one must wonder if Cervantes alone was in Gilbert’s mind for The Gondoliers particularly since that
operetta’s setting is the mid eighteenth century.
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originality and “dipping into” his former writings to create the plot for the operetta’s text.71
However harsh the charge, it was the truth. Utopia Limited had its gestation in one of his earlier
plays, The Happy Land (1873).72 One could also count among the many overt connections to
earlier Savoy operettas, references to the British Joint Stock Companies Act of 1862,73 mention
of Japan’s Mikado, and even the H.M.S. Pinafore’s Captain Corcoran—who appears as an actual
character in the production. Such allusions were not unprecedented though. Gilbert was one of
the most intertextual and self-reflexive authors of his day. A study of this particular aspect of his
writings alone would constitute a major study unto itself.
For his part, Sullivan had also revisited earlier Savoy productions to accommodate
Gilbert’s libretto. The most obvious reference was the employment of Captain Corcoran’s
famous music from “I am the Captain of the Pinafore” in H.M.S Pinafore. The music was
interpolated directly into the Act I Finale and the opening night audience enjoyed it enough to
require an encore.74 There were many other explicit references to British culture within the score
as well, one of which—troubling by today’s standards—plays prominently in the current
discussion. Juxtaposing the accounts left by the press against the production’s moderate success,
it is a fair assessment that audiences were, by and large, content to be treated to the now-wellfamiliar stock Sullivan musical styles. Familiarity meant everything. Not only did Sullivan’s
mastery for creating melodies contribute enormously to the show’s appeal, but it also tempered
the excesses of his partner’s pen. Gilbert’s increasingly heavy-handed waggeries may have
weighed things down, but that could be forgiven at the present moment. The partnership had, of
course, only just resumed.
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Utopia Limited’s score continued the tradition set years before in the partnership by
presenting a healthy dose of solos, patter songs, small ensembles, and choruses interspersed with
popular dances and a few concerted numbers. Though the intent may have been to produce a
synergistic production ultimately leading to the distribution and consumption of both vocal score
and partsongs by the wider public, the music was heard as too pedestrian for its own good in the
end. Indeed, the Musical Times review stated plainly that the score “for the most part [was]
reminiscent rather than fresh.”75 Perhaps this, above all else, is the reason Utopia Limited’s
orchestral score is inaccessible today.

Fig. 2 “The Union of Arts, ” Punch, or the London Charivari, October 28, 1893, p.204.

Because the production failed to warrant continual staging by the opera company that
retained Carte’s name after his death in 1901, waning interest in the production of vocal scores
on a long-term basis by Chappell precluded continued audience interest and by extension the
necessity of retaining the musical text in the Gilbert and Sullivan canon. That the orchestral
manuscript has disappeared since its apparent sale in a Red Cross auction in the 1920s, though
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regrettable, is not unexpected. Due to its loss, the vocal score is the only widely accessible
document for study today. Like Solomon’s The Nautch Girl, it presents the musical material in a
broadly consumable form audiences of the 1890s would have readily understood.76 Taken under
consideration alongside extant notes and diary entries left by the pair and seen within appropriate
generic and topical contexts, the vocal score provides ample materials from which to draw
serious criticism today. As “Polynesia” was the most overt representation presented by the text,
it is from there a departure should be made.

Isle of the Tropics?
It has been a safe assumption to say neither the pair nor their financier knew anything of
lasting substance about the culture of greater Oceania, and that royalty and administrators with
direct experience in the region aside, few of the audience members could have known much
about the subject either. While the latter may have been true, mounting circumstantial evidence
could indicate that the compositional team, and particularly Gilbert, was well aware of events on
the islands half a world away.
Perhaps because of its remote location and relative tactical unimportance to British
interests during the late nineteenth century, or the fact that few of its inhabitants had immigrated
to Europe, Polynesians figures less significantly in the colonial literatures of the day than do
Africa, India, and their people. Echoing the propagandistic discourse of colonialism, Utopia
Limited could not but help to represent the population in an unorthodox, yet familiar manner. No
doubt, Britons would have found the idea of an office of Public Exploder to be comical, or the
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idea of a king held virtual hostage and forced to libel himself by local officials to be an
obvious—though disturbing—joke, but that they wore strange costumes, lay basking in the hot
sun all day, were quick to abandon reason, and had a desire to emulate the British would have
been a different matter altogether.
While the subtleties of life in the South Pacific were essentially a mystery to much of the
British public, knowledge of the region did have some grounding in reality. Covering an area of
approximately fifteen thousand square miles, the islands were home to well over one thousand
linguistic traditions (though Gilbert’s take on them in Tarara’s speech patterns begs us to ask
how seriously Victorians took them), as well as numerous governmental, religious, and musical
institutions. Though the learned British public, particularly officers of the Navy, would have
been aware of Captain Henry Mangles Denham’s exploration of the South Pacific aboard the
H.M.S. Herald from 1852 to 1861, and many Britons knew the islands from the writings and
iconography derived from Captain Cook’s expeditions in the previous century, much of the
essence of life in the South Pacific was distilled down to the types of representations left by
Jonathan Swift in Gulliver’s Travels (1726), Herman Melville in Typee: A Peep at Polynesian
Life (1846), Mark Twain’s Letters from the Sandwich Islands (1866), and by Robert Louis
Stevenson’s Treasure Island (1882) and In the South Sea (1892).
Of the few solid connections that existed between Great Britain and the Pacific Islands
during the latter half of the century, several fairly topical subjects must have influenced Gilbert’s
pen. One may have been of nominal interest to Sullivan as well. Most recently, on 27 May 1892
the captain of the H.M.S. Royalist had annexed the Gilbert Islands (named after Thomas Gilbert,
now Kiribati) in, resembling the “topsyturveydom” characteristic of previous Savoy operettas, an
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attempt to elicit German support against French insurgence into Egypt.77 Several thousand miles
to the northeast, the Sandwich Islands (now Hawaii) were attempting to balance their own
traditional social structures with a massive influx of immigrants. Both the United States and
Great Britain were jockeying for influence.
During the nineteenth century, Hawaii had been ruled by a succession of monarchs
struggling with Western dominion. The outcome was an unprecedented alteration of the Islands’
social and its political landscape. In the cases of Kamehameha II (1797-1824) and his brother
Kamehameha III (1814-54), attempts had been made to entice Great Britain into the explicit
annexation or imposition of administrative control over, as well as the admittance of Christian
missionaries onto, the islands. For their parts, Kamehameha IV (1834-63) had established the
Anglican Church of Hawaii while William Charles Lunalilo (1833-74) had become the islands’
first constitutionally elected king. His successor and Hawaii’s penultimate monarch, David
Kalakaua (1836-1891), ruled a riotous period and was tolerant of both alcohol and opium
consumption by the public.78 With some alterations, these events happen within the course of
Utopia Limited’s plot.
If Gilbert’s libretto echoed the realities of the South Pacific, Sullivan did not appear
openly to follow suit. His score contained no hint of “authentic” exotica heard in his earlier
ventures, especially when compared to The Mikado. Similarly, it would not prove to be on par
with his later musical depictions of the Middle East in The Rose of Persia (1899). He apparently
made no attempts to emulate the “native” styles of vocalizations (homo- or polyphonic) or the
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instrumentation of the Pacific Islands’ musical rituals and practices.79 In fact, the score is
thoroughly Western, making no pretense to imbibe his audience with the sounds of “native”
Polynesia. At the very most, his use of Western conventions may have been a comment upon the
growing popularity of hymns (“Eagle High on Cloudland Soaring,” no. 17) and amateurish windband among the population of the South Pacific. These were, of course, exported traditions that
were poorly implemented.80
Before leaving Hawaii, an incident reported by Cannadine in the prologue to
Ornamentalism deserves mention as it materially affects the reading of Utopia Limited presented
here.
In the summer of 1881 King Kalakaua of Hawaii was visiting England and, in the course of an
extensive round of social engagements, he found himself the guest at a party given by Lady
Spencer. Also attending were the Prince of Wales, who would eventually become King Edward
VII, and the German crown prince, who was his brother-in-law and the future Kaiser. The Prince
of Wales insisted that the king should take precedence over the crown prince, and when his
brother-in-law objected, he offered the following pithy and trenchant justification: “Either the
brute is a king, or he’s a common or garden nigger; and if the latter, what’s he doing here?”81

Cannadine goes on to read into the statement a benign racism less important to the Victorians
than the concept of social prestige, a concept I wholeheartedly agree with. The Prince of Wales
was simply reading an exotic subject in a familiar linguistic code. It is important to note,
however, that in this code the ruler of Hawaii was a “brute,” i.e. a king of savages or beasts.
This should leave little question that from the future monarch’s perspective, this king, his
subjects, as well as Britain’s own “commoners” were a feral class. The latter of Edward’s
descriptors implied a domesticated and broken animal tending to a master’s needs. Each
suggested servitude, though one had gone lax. Utopia Limited seems well disposed to cater to
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such beliefs. While such a statement is significant, making troubling pronouncements about the
farce, a number of elements within the operetta confirm just such a reading. What remains, then,
is the task of deciphering the clues left in both score and libretto. Doing so presents numerous
twists and ambiguities; nevertheless, the common social discourse of its day lends naturally to
such an interpretation.

Subtlety of Names
Minutes into Utopia Limited’s staging, audiences of 1893-4 were accosted by an
onslaught of pseudo-Oriental depictions of a visual, literal, and musical nature; however, through
the furnished programs, audiences were psychologically conditioned by an amalgam of names in
much the same way as The Nautch Girl two years earlier. Though it would be folly to place too
much weight on the importance of names in the Gilbertian lexicon, the fact remains that from the
earliest days of the partnership a character’s name had implications in the way he or she was to
be interpreted, represented, or—perhaps in cases like Utopia Limited—trivialized. A sampling
of those mentioned in Ian Bradley’s Annotated Gilbert and Sullivan are: from The Sorcerer, Sir
Marmaduke “Pointdextre,” Lady “Sangazure,” and Mrs. “Partlet”; from H.M.S. Pinafore, Dick
“Deadeye”; from The Mikado, “Ko-Ko”; from Ruddigore, Sir “Rutheven” Murgatroyd; and from
The Gondoliers, The Duke and Duchess of “Plaza-Toro”;82 however, his list concerning Utopia
Limited has a number of omissions and many of these inform the present discussion.
The operetta’s list of dramatis personae contains essentially four personifications: British
or Anglican, classical, exotic, and explicitly referential or topical. The first category contains all
of the “imported flowers of progress” and the princesses’ governess, Lady Sophy. As originally
conceived, the operetta included a butler, policeman, lifeguardsman, curate, earl, and a
82
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stockholder. Gilbert’s draft evolved away from this assortment of “middle” and “lower-sorts”
whose toil largely ran the country towards a group of officials with far loftier titles. For better or
worse these were reflective of the real managers of British affairs. Not surprisingly, they were
de jure members of the “middle” and “upper-sorts.” The characters, Lord Dramaleigh, a British
Lord Chamberlain; Captain Fitzbattleaxe,83 a member of the First Life Guards; Mr. Goldbury, a
Company Prompter; Captain Sir Edward Corcoran, a Knight Commander of the Order of the
Bath; Mr. Blushington, a County Councilor; and Sir Baley Barre, M.P. (also Queen’s Council)
each play a significant role in the alteration of the South Pacific island’s social structure to their
own personal advantage. Their titles are far more representative of their social stature than their
names; but Gilbert’s pen may be seen as far gentler toward this group than others. By including
them in the story the author was able to draw upon the sympathies of his audience. It is true that
much of the turmoil that results upon stage is caused by the actions of this group of characters;
however, it is also through their deeds that the story ultimately attains its positive conclusion
(read through a colonial perspective, of course).
The second category contains those names that hearken back to classical antiquity. It
includes the male members of the native Utopian court, Scaphio and Phantis, the Supreme Court
Justices (and story’s purported villains) plus Calynx, the rarely heard from Vice-Chamberlain. It
also includes the Utopian maidens Phylla and Melene.84 Though the Savoy’s audience could not
have known, an early draft of the production had named the king Rasselas and his love interest
the Princess Sabina.85 Both names also have Classical roots. Although characters and events
from Classical Greece abound in the Savoy operettas their appearance in Utopia Limited seems,
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for modern readers, oddly misplaced. For a mid-Victorian mind like Gilbert’s, they were
anything but, as Classical descriptors saturated island lore in several seemingly abstract—but not
completely opposed—manners.
The first is made fairly obvious by the title and location of the operetta, which assuredly
has its roots in the early sixteenth-century political novel Utopia by Sir Thomas More (14781535) and the equally important seventeenth century text, The Commonwealth of Oceania by
James Harrington (1611-1677). In the former text, the author imagines an island of near magical
bliss administered through pseudo-socialistic structures, ultimately based on a mixture of GrecoPlatonic and Humanist sentiments of morality. This had profound implications for the Victorians
since the nineteenth century had seen widespread development of “utopian” communities. Their
ranks were diverse, having bases in such various doctrines as socialism, agrarianism, religious
sectarianism, and even anarchism.86 Harrington’s novel by contrast, had erected “Oceania” as a
pseudonym for England and held up republicanism, adherence to rule by law, and the
maintenance of an aristocratic (landed gentry) class of citizens as an ideal.
This was countered by oceanic explorers of the late eighteenth century who, through their
own personal contacts with the inhabitants of the South Pacific, had found numerous similarities
between the two cultures. Some had gone so far as to christen their new acquaintances with the
names of “Hercules,” “Ajax,” and “Venus,” and had even gone so far as to declare themselves
quite literally in “Elysium” when visiting the islands.87 By giving such atavistic accounts of the
people they met, Cook and others helped perpetuate the concepts of what would later be deemed
“soft” and “hard” primitives (Greek-like characterizations representing the former) and lent
credence to the growing fervor for a myth of the “Noble Savage,” which had attained significant
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prestige after John Crawfurd’s address to the Ethnological Society of London in 1859 entitled
“On the Effects of Commixture, Locality, Climate, and Food on the Races of Man.”88 It was this
dualistic sentiment that Gilbert may have been reflecting upon when considering these
characters; the point was substantiated by other names and events in the production as well.
The third category of names includes those with exotic connotations and includes the
princesses Zara, Nekaya, Kalyba and the maiden Salata. In The Annotated Gilbert and Sullivan,
Bradley makes the points that in an early draft of the text the princess had been named Soza and
that Zara Phillips (1981-) is the daughter of Princess Anne (1950-) and Queen Elizabeth’s eldest
granddaughter.89 Granted that Gilbert was not clairvoyant enough to guess the name of the
future princess, the two names contain more than a fair amount of topical pertinence to the
characterizations within the wider discourse set by the operetta. The former, a variant on Sosa, is
a fairly common Spanish surname derived from the regions near Castile and Portugal. It is also
to this region that the name Zara may be traced. The name, while rather rare in Western
societies, appears in countries touched by Arabic influence like Moorish Spain and Portugal and
is thought to have been derived from either the Arabic Zahr, for flower, or the biblical Hebrew
Sarah. The name had shown up in British literature at least once before with the poem Zara’s
Earrings (author and date unknown) as collected by John Gibson Lockhart (1794-1854) in his
Ancient Spanish Ballads (1823). As a fairly well read social critic for Blackwells and the
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London Quarterly Review from the previous generation, Gilbert must have been aware of the
text’s existence. Its circulation in the 1890s is proven by the fact that it appeared in 1895, this
time set to music by the composer Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912),90 and possibly was
referenced again in 1899 by Arthur Somervell in Princess Zara, an Operetta for Young People.
While the names of other female characters do not appear in contemporary British literature with
the same exotic connotation, the similarity between the name Kalyaba and the Sanskrit Kalyana,
Kalyani, and Kalpana, all denoting feminine beauty, seems an etymological twist (perhaps a
simple mishearing) possibly attributable to Gilbert, particularly in light of his recent visit to
India.
Finally, Gilbert’s cast contains a number of characters whose names were highly
suggestive or referential. While it has been shown that a number of the names listed had covert
meanings, three were sufficiently obvious not to have been missed by a large cross-section of the
audience. These were King Paramount I, Tarara, the Public Exploder, and the already mentioned
Captain Corcoran K.C.B from the H.M.S. Pinafore. While a “Paramount” king essentially
speaks for himself, the reference to “Tarara” is less well known today than it was during the
early 1890s and therefore deserves some clarification. In its most overt sense, Tarara is probably
a reference to the song Tarara-BOOM-de-ay! an immensely popular burlesque song in London
after 1891. The song’s most definitive origins are with a St. Louis brothel singer named Letitia
Lulu Agatha Fontaine, a Creole entertainer dubbed “Mama Lou.”91 While both the location of
its first appearance in Britain and the accreditation for its composition are in question by several
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authors, what is particularly significant here is that the song was associative of two classes of
interchangeable people by British “societal” standards, those with dark skin and those who toooften frequented the music halls and bars.92 Two years after its import, the song remained
popular; however, its appeal was beginning to wane. As with the art of the organ grinder, the
song was degrading musical standards to near absurd lows. This constituted a significant portion
of the operetta’s subtle, if not covert, racial and social discourse. While such a connection may
seem tenuous without examining the operetta in full, the point will become abundantly clear,
particularly as the second act is explored in greater detail.

Act I and Imagined Social Structure
With the commencement of the program Oriental depictions began in earnest, though
they would sustain themselves only vaguely through the first act’s enormous length. Lounging
in front of a backdrop representing a coconut grove, Utopian women reflect upon both nature and
opium use in the Chorus and Duet “In Lazy Languor Motionless.” According to the libretto held
by the British Museum, a harp accompanied this song.93 While it is a fairly vague reference, the
significance of which could easily be overlooked, the appearance of the instrument can be read
as both calculated and significant within the scope of the operetta’s exotic discourse.
Though not accurately representative of any of the actual chordophones used in the South
Pacific at this time (with the possible yet distant relationship between it and the Portuguese
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exported ukulele), the harp had been employed by composers on a fairly broad temporal, even
global scale in nineteenth-century Western art music. No doubt this was due to the many
esoteric effects made possible by the instrument’s construction and performance practice. The
instrument had aided in the creation of a classical ethos in musical texts like Berlioz’s Les
Troyens (1856-8, first performance 1890), Scottish in Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermooor (first
performance 1835), and Spanish in Rimsky-Korsokov’s Capriccio espagnole (1887). Just as
important, and much closer to home, the harp had grown in popularity as a folk instrument
amongst the Welsh, Scots, and especially the Irish as the swell of Gaelic, Celtic, and other
nationalisms gripped the imaginations of the more liminal members of Britain’s populace. Thus,
its appearance at the opening of the act, unless to present a broad and vague ethos of
“otherworldliness,” or to reinforce the connections between Oriental subjects and classical
Greeks (again the “soft” primitive), seems strikingly out of place in the midst of the South Seas.
In consideration of the first act of Utopia Limited, of which the bulk is devoted to the
introduction of characters, few points stand out as grossly offensive. However, several key
points of seemingly absurd social practice are imagined to take place. The text’s dramatic action
unfolds around the proposed dismantling of a perceived utopian society in favor of one abstractly
modeled upon Victorian Britain. While the citizenry of Utopia have their every whim catered to
by their monarch, members of Aristocratic society are less well off. This, of course, speaks to
one of this paper’s fundamental questions. Whose Utopia is ultimately better, one for the
common (extant at the beginning of the operetta) or one for the aristocrat (the final
transformation)?
From the outset, the present king, though purported to be benevolent, is largely controlled
by his Supreme Court Justices through a series of newspaper articles and a libelous opera, both
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of which he has been forced to write. In the imagined scenario, should the judges find the king
wanting in any way, they may instruct the official who holds the title of Public Exploder to
commit regicide and assume the throne. Because one of the Judges has fallen in love with the
Princess Zara, a plot is hatched to dispense with the king unless he willingly gives his daughter
over for marriage. Adding to his pain, the publications the king is forced to make—though their
writings are a nominal source of pride—puts doubt into the mind of his heart’s desire, Lady
Sophy. While the audience must assume that this system, however perverse, somehow functions
adequately, it is apparent that things at the top are far less blissful than is experienced by the
doltish public. By the conclusion of the first act the decision has been made that a radical
departure from the current form of government is needed to secure a version of Utopia more
palatable to the king. Under the new system, as proposed by the imported British officials in the
Finale to Act I, the island will be a military power, absent moral turpitude, clean and organized,
and chartered under the business principles that will grant all individuals, businesses, and the
government itself, limited liability in matters of debt.

Act II and Benign Minstrelsy?
If the first act can be read as a covert blending of exotic and classical representations, the
second act abandoned that policy with gusto and presented a much more explicit case upon
which current scholars must reflect with a great degree of seriousness. With the curtain pulled
away, the backdrop of the stage was transformed from a coconut grove to the interior of a royal
palace at evening. By all accounts the staging was spectacular, but what was particularly telling
was the description of the set as “Moorish” by The Daily News.94 It is interesting to note, that
besides the Japanese craze, London had a number of other, more minor fascinations with the
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exotic in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. One of these trends was for the conspicuous
consumption of Moorish items. Its culmination came after 1887 with the store Liberty’s actively
promoting Arab smoking rooms, lattice work, and the like.95 The Savoy, ever on the cusp of
popular trends, reproduced the affect of a Moorish hall with impeccable attention to detail.96
This, coupled with the minstrel scene that occurs in the first half of the Act demonstrates that the
allusion to African, African-Americans, or dark skinned Britons was an important point in the
social discourse addressed by the operetta and long at play in the minds of the audience. Since
that scene presents the most difficult, and my opinion, underrepresented discourse to take place
in the whole of the Gilbert and Sullivan milieu, extended mention of minstrel style humor in the
collaborators’ respective careers should be noted.

Fig 3. “Blackie and Son,” Punch, 21 November 1891, 252.

While the genre of belittling African-Americans has produced a number of studies in
recent years, Gilbert and Sullivan have been excluded except in the course of textbooks on
popular music that explain the homogenizing of the two genres (as independent entities) into
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twentieth-century American musical theater.97 Even in the course of recent historiography on the
compositional pair, the genre (or at least explicit reference to it or African-Americans) has
played no significant role. This is surprising since it shows up in several of the Savoy operettas
and once in Sullivan’s youth.
Granted that the minstrel style of humor was largely an American phenomenon, London
received its share of the entertainment as numerous troupes toured the city after Thomas D.
Rice’s successful 1836 showing. Minstrelsy apparently proved popular enough that a young
Sullivan participated in the creation of small performance with his friends for a Leipzig audience
in or around December 1860 while in Germany on the Mendelssohn scholarship that would
eventually lead to his fame. Two documents support this claim; one, a letter to his brother, Fred,
states the matter in a fairly explicit manner:
We were wishing for you to come over and give us your valuable assistance here a short time ago.
We had a grand nigger performance at Mrs. Barnett’s and all the English and Americans in the
Conservatorium invited to witness it. The performers were four in number. Taylor, banjo (played
upon my tenor); Barnett, bones, deficiency supplied by castagnets; Wheat, violin, and myself,
tambourine. We composed the whole entertainment amongst us, and a very good one it was too;
most of the audience had never seen anything of the kind before, and the consequence was they
were most of them ill with laughing. In the same sort of case, in fact, that father and I were in
after we had seen Christy’s.98

As further evidence of this point, Sullivan’s obituary in the December 1900 publication of The
Musical Times noted that he had been a member of a minstrel group and that he “had such a
shock of curly red hair that a nigger wig was quite in the nature of superfluity.99 So then, from an
early age racial mockery was an element within the stock comic devices known to Sullivan.
Indeed, they paralleled his career with great tenacity, as one of his earliest operettas, Cox and
Box (1866), an adaptation of Madison’s Box and Cox (1847) also existed alongside an
“Africanized” version of the show (though Sullivan was probably not aware of it). Similarly,
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one of Sullivan’s regular performance venues, St. James's Hall, was also home to London’s
resident Minstrel troupe during the 1880s and 1890s.100 Once in collaboration with Gilbert, these
devices repeatedly reared themselves in the early Savoy productions, though we have little trace
of them today.
The first reference to minstrelsy made by the composer and librettist occurred in an 1884
promptbook for a revival of Trial By Jury (original performance run 1875). The scene in
question takes place during the interchange between the solo tenor defendant, Edwin, and the
jury chorus in the song “When First My Old, Old Love I Knew”:

Example 2.1 Trial By Jury, “When First My Old, Old Love I Knew,” (No. 2, 16-17), 8 bars before 1st ending.

At the point where the ensemble sings “Tink-a-Tank” the Jury is instructed to “affect to be
playing a guitar—the right hand and foot going together—the man at the right corner affects the
tambourine and the one on the left the bones.”101 Obviously, the reference here is to the endmen
Tambo and Bones.
In the same year, the line “And the niggers they’ll be bleaching” was sung by Hilarion’s
“Hush, Scoffer; ere you sound your puny thunder” in Act II of Princess Ida. Later, in 1886, KoKo sings “There’s the nigger serenader, and the others of his race, and the piano-organist—I’ve
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got him on the list!” in “As some day it may happen that a victim must be found” from Act I of
The Mikado.102 In Act II of that same production the famous topical song sung by the Mikado
“A more humane Mikado never did in Japan exist” proclaims, “The lady who dyes a chemical
yellow, or stains her grey hair puce, or pinches her figger, is blacked like a nigger and permanent
walnut juice.” Although the use of the term “nigger” in the lyrics of the texts may be seen as
reflecting the common vernacular of the day, it is nevertheless surprising that the utterance of
“damn” by Captain Corcoran in H.M.S. Pinafore is the only occurrence of swearing in the entire
collaborative effort.103 The appearance of a minstrel scene in Trial By Jury, however, is a much
different type of entertainment and thus far more difficult to justify. Its appearance in an early
revival of an operetta, which itself would become a mainstay of the Gilbert and Sullivan canon,
indicates that the show’s producers were willing to sacrifice some measure of the original intent
of the text in order to “bring it up to date” (as was the fashion with many Victorian theatrical
productions).104 More than a century after their productions, it is difficult to come to grips with
the fact that the entertainments nonchalantly include such a tragically offensive medium.
While these examples are neither still performed nor included in newer editions of the
printed vocal scores and libretti, the minstrel scene in Utopia Limited proved to be one of the
most popular scenes in the entire operetta and remains in modern editions. In its performed
version, the king, dressed as a Field Marshall and wishing to make council with the British
officials, is duped into performing his duties after the manner of St. James Hall rather than the
Court at St. James Palace.105 What follows is the song “Society has quite forsaken all her wicked
courses,” in which the king and his advisors sit in a semicircle of chairs, three of them playing
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banjo, bones, and tambourine in the manner of a real minstrel show. In an early draft of the
scene the music had even been preceded by a short chorus and off-topic bantering between the
king and Mr. Blushington, but the version seen by the public abandoned what Gilbert referred to
as “nigger dialogue” and kept to the wider point of the plot.106 An immense success, the melody
of the introduction was instantly recognized to have been an adaptation of the vivace dance from
the 1886 minstrel hit song “Johnny Get Your Gun” by Monroe Rosenfeld (examples 2.2-2.4
below), though few recognized or cared to comment that Mr. Blushington and Lord Dramaleigh
were singing the same melody in the chorus as well.

Example 2.2 “Johnny Get Your Gun,” Dance, Bars 1-8.

Example 2.3 Utopia Limited, Song with Chorus, “Society Has Quite Forsaken,” (No. 14, 100), Bars 1-8.
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Example 2.4 Utopia Limited, Song with Chorus, “Society Has Quite Forsaken,” (No. 14,102), Rehearsal Letter K.

The lyrics continued the trend from earlier in the scene with the king blindly extolling the virtues
of England and reflecting upon how Utopia’s transformation has been advantageous to society.
To this, however, the British officials append obvious lies about their own country including
“Divorce is nearly obsolete in England,” and “We haven’t any slummeries in England.” Thus it
becomes clear when reading the text that Utopia’s remodeling will eventually lead it to some
type of ruin.
Once this scene has been completed, the dramatic action nearly grinds to a halt as a
lengthy and highly accurate depiction of a Victorian drawing-room ceremony is created. From
there the few loose ends of the plot that remain outstanding, including the romances of King
Paramount and Lady Sophy and the more tenuous one between Princess Zara and Captain
Fitzbattleaxe, as well as the plotting of Scaphio and Phantis and the fate of the island’s new
government begin to wind up in characteristic fashion. However, before it can do so a major
flaw in the architecture of the island’s government is discovered and must be dealt with. Though
Scaphio and Phantis have been rendered nearly harmless, as the customers for their many
ancillary business ventures claim limited liability when it is time to pay for services (and thus
need not remunerate), they reveal to the population the fact that the benefits of prosperity under
the new system have unexpected costs. In a speech to the king, Scaphio notes that:
All the neighburing nations have disarmed—and War’s impossible! Your County Councillor has
passed such drastic sanitary laws that all the doctors dwindle, starve, and die! The laws,
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remodeled by Sir Bailey Barre, have quite extinguished crime and litigation: the lawyers starve,
and all the jails are let as model lodgings for the working-classes!107

In other words, Utopia has gone from a place where everyone’s whims are catered to by a rigidly
controlled (and ultimately unhappy) monarch, to one where the monarch and those who surround
him, plus the rabble who need not pay their bills have achieved a nirvana of sorts; the former
need do little but fret about lady-like virtues and dance tarantellas. This is now all at the expense
of the services supplied by the upper middle classes like doctors and lawyers. The result is that
much of Utopia’s population is on the brink of revolution.
In the end love is found by both couples, the scheming judges are led away, both their
feuding over the princess having led nowhere and their plot of revolution unfulfilled. The
newfound government survives because of the (fairly vacuous) revelation that all of the trouble
brought about by the implementation of British business practice will be solved by abandoning
the Utopian Monarchy, as it had existed, and implementing one governed by political parties and
thus much more akin to England’s. By the logic of the operetta’s conclusion, the island of
Utopia will be a happier land because squabbling politicians will have sent the affairs of the
country into such disarray that the population of doctors, lawyers, and warmongers will have
plenty to do. The monarch and his entourage of family and advisors will retain their figurehead
stature yet do very little in reality, and we may presume that the lower sorts and working classes
will enjoy some of the remaining fruits of change, “sickness in plenty and crowded jails”
according to Princess Zara.
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Isles at Home?
In the introduction to this chapter three fundamental questions are posed. Who is being
satirized, why does there seem to be a layering of exotic and racial characterizations, and whom
does a Utopian society ultimately serve? While the bulk of this paper has begun to answer these
questions, and particularly the last, it has yet to tie the three questions together within the
codified social discourse Gilbert, Sullivan, and Carte understood as influential Londoners of the
Victorian era. So far it has been demonstrated that Utopia Limited gently mocked England’s
aristocrats and “upper-middle sorts” at the expense of the working classes. It has also been
demonstrated that the inhabitants of Oceania are displayed as lazy fools with crackpot
governments, having a mythical and timeless existence somewhat akin to Classical Greece, but
with a tenacious need to emulate the social practices of the British. By this logic then, they are
probably not deserving of the tropical paradise in which they live.
However, Gilbert and Sullivan’s Utopia, like the town of Titipu from The Mikado,
Chutneypore from The Nautch Girl, or most any of the other locales in the Savoy series with faroff clime, was in actuality a metaphor for local Great Britain rather than an overt comical
depiction of the South Seas. This was just the same as More’s Utopia and Harrington’s Oceania
had been centuries before. Difference could only be understood through analogy. Thus, the
exotic was possible only by making abstractions about it based on everyday encounters at home.
Given this, I believe that the mythical island of Utopia can be read as a thinly veiled façade for
Ireland, and that the Utopian populace was an abstraction of the common Irish stereotypes so
prevalent in mid-to-late Victorian England. When read as such, many of seemingly conflicting
and odd characterizations within the production begin to make a great deal more sense. To begin
that discussion it would be pertinent to recall that the librettist spelled it out quite prominently in
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the Finale to Act II when King Paramount sings, “Great Britain is that monarchy sublime, to
which some add (but others do not) Ireland.”
By 1893 the “Irish Problem” had become common parlance in everyday discourse within
wider Britain. For Anglican Londoners, the representation of the Irish that continued to exist
among the population nearly a century after the union of the two islands was one of a people who
were disproportionately poor, predominantly members of the working and transient classes, were
often quick to riot, and disposed to the social ills brought about by excessive intoxication. It was
due to these tendencies and stereotypes, which both supported the claims of budding social
anthropologists and fueled the imagination of popular journalism, that the Irish were purported to
be of a lower order of people altogether than the English. What was in fact a very real and deepseated malice, spurred on by the lack of just political representation and the laissez-faire policies
that had failed to stay the horrors of the mid-century famine was not justified. But the English,
ever having the upper hand, took advantage and countered with claims that the Irish were
somehow less human, more simian and animalistic. At best, it was thought, the Irish were of the
same order as the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego, the Native Americans and, most importantly,
the dark-skinned men and women of African descent.108
On this latter point, of which numerous studies have been made, few can speak with more
bluntness than “Mr. Punch,” who stated that the Irish were “the missing link between the gorilla
and the Negro,”109 or with more subtle skill than the author Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) who, in
speaking of a perceived famine on the West Indies horizon noted:
If the new Africans, after laboring a little, take to pumpkins like the others, what remedy is there?
To bring in new and ever new Africans, say you, till pumpkins themselves grow dear; till the
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country is crowded with Africans; and black men there, like white men here, are forced by hunger
to labor for their living? That will be a consummation. To have “emancipated” the West Indies
into a Black Ireland; “free,” indeed, but an Ireland, and Black! The world may yet see prodigies;
and reality be stranger than a nightmare dream.110

Thus, Carlyle’s contention was that both African ex-slaves who failed to work and the Irish who
were starving en masse suffered most from a predisposed lethargy, curable only by forced labor.
The domestication of the “brutes,” as the Prince of Wales no doubt saw them, had failed to work.
While Carlyle may have been an advocate for a return to near-feudalistic policies of governance,
and therefore an extremist in nineteenth-century England, the sentiment that much of the “Irish
Problem” was due to an apathetic people rather than the mismanagement of policies by the
English themselves, was a prevalent one. This then raises the question as to whether the
interpolation of “nigger dialogue” and minstrel style humor into the context of Utopia Limited
was one merely for popular recognition, or rather a deeper, more calculated joke on (at least one
of) the writer’s part. If the second is the case, the representation of the Utopian population as
slothful, thoughtless people, dependent upon the welfare of the government parallels the popular
image of the Irishman in the nineteenth century with ferocious tenacity. Such a reading is further
evidenced by the notion that Polynesian culture was, itself, seen as a savage one, though
tempered by an imagined idyllic nature. By English standards, pastoral Ireland was capable of
being this same kind of place, it only required the Irish to exorcize their lazy tendencies and
become a model country. Should the British have been able to accomplish such a reform, the
whole colonial enterprise might well have been justifiable.
Aside from the smaller, less overt symbols in the operetta that have been previously
discussed (Africanized and Greek names and the utilization of an harp accompaniment in the
opening solo and chorus) a number of very popular depictions support this case. In particular to
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the production, one must wonder where the concept of Tarara, the “Public Exploder,” really
comes from. While the name may have been associated with lewd behavior and have originated
with an American Creole woman, the office is a fairly uncommon one. Certainly similarities
exist between this title and the “Royal High Executioner” from The Mikado, but as the position
employs numerous small fireworks, and since Gilbert was thinking at least as far back as 1862
with his obsession for the Joint Stock Companies Act, it stands to reason that Tarara can be read
as a comic manifestation of the Fenian bombers that plagued England in the latter half of the
century. From the English perspective the group was a murderous revolutionary one, but they
were also ultimately proven to be cowardly pawns in the wider campaign to excise the English
from Irish affairs. Echoing reality, Tarara was to be Utopia’s bringer of revolution but his own
cowardice and the lax control of his superiors made that impossible.
In addition to these largely intertextual matters, several contemporaneous events, external
to the Savoy Theater, may point to such a conclusion as well. The first was Home Rule, or the
question of Irish self-governance, which had been a matter of serious debate since 1870 when
Isaac Butt’s Home Government Association and the numerous similarly titled leagues and
confederations were able to manifest themselves into a political “Home Rule Party” of Irish
MPs. Gladstone’s First Home Rule Bill had been soundly defeated by Parliament in 1886;
however, a second and far more liberal bill had been introduced in February of 1893, passing
through the House of Commons only to be defeated by the House of Lords in September. This
event took place almost exactly one month before Utopia Limited’s first night and well before
the final drafts of the operetta had been set to paper. The issue, though temporarily put aside,
was monumentally important from the British standpoint since it existed as a moderating force
between the rhetorical revolution of the Irish masses and Parliament’s own charitable legitimacy;
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that the possibility of Irish home rule represented an exit strategy for a failing colonial
experiment was an equally appealing outcome as well.
On a more popular level, representations of the Irish had been making regular
appearances on the London stage and in its music halls a number of years before Utopia Limited
was conceived of as a Savoy opera. Minstrelsy had an important effect here. It had evolved in
the United States by creating entertainments that effectively blurred the lines between AfricanAnglo- and Irish-American culture. Interspersed between humorous elocution, actors danced
Irish jigs and sang melodies that sometimes had Irish origins. In urban centers their topics
became increasingly about the Irish in the latter half of the century and many minstrel stars were,
in fact, of Irish descent. George Christy is one example who toured both the United States and
Great Britain.111
More legitimate theaters were cashing in on the image of the Irish as well. The 1887
musical production of Frankenstein at the Gaiety had featured an Irish song and dance, “The
Dispensary Doctor,” and that same theater’s production of Carmen Up-to-Data in 1890 had
adapted Jose’s character into an Irishman.112 Similarly, the year 1892 had seen a touring
production of the Irish musical comedy Pat, with music by eight men including Edward
Solomon.113 Most recently, audiences of 1893 had been flocking in droves to the Shaftesbury
Theatre to see Branscombe and Ross’s Morocco Bound. In that production an Irish adventurer
enlists the help of a retired costermonger and an assortment of British characters to travel to
Morocco, where the Irishman had hopes to win the right to sell theater concessions. Once there,
he fools the local Vizier into believing that his companions are representatives of the “flower of
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the British music hall” and eventually secures his business venture.114 Morocco Bound was a
very different type of entertainment than the Savoy operettas had been, but it shared many
characteristics with Utopia Limited. Both productions employed a distant locale, had stereotyped
“lower sorts” and transients, and both had presented British archetypes as “flowers of progress”
and “Flowers of the music hall”—two very similar descriptors for the same opera season. Most
importantly though, Morocco Bound was a major competitor for audience share and far more
representative of the prevailing generic taste that took hold of London during the better part of
the 1890s. This leads to the final point.
It should be recalled that the production of Utopia Limited was essentially a desperate
attempt to return the feuding trio of Gilbert, Sullivan, and Carte to the public eye and to win back
the favor lost in the legal entanglements brought about by the Carpet Quarrel. While we may
never really know the dynamics of the partnership that ensued once the bickering had come to its
conclusion, earnest speculation points to something quite unspoken in Gilbert and Sullivan
scholarship. Several authors have concluded that the reason the operetta ultimately failed was
twofold. First, Gilbert’s hand was too heavy and Sullivan’s was uninspired. To this, both sides
of the partnership had become too polite for fear of tattering the relationship. Carte’s only role
has been seen as that of willing financier. While certainly valid conclusions, these views fail to
acknowledge several key points. First, Gilbert and Carte were both fairly rich by 1893; Sullivan,
though no pauper was not because of his own exorbitant spending and gambling habits. Had
Carte paid for the carpet out of his own profits from The Gondoliers, the partnership would not
have dissolved in the manner that it did. Gilbert would have been saved the embarrassment of
suing his financial partner for what seemed a minuscule amount of money (relative to their own
worth), and Carte’s larger mismanagement of the compositional pair’s money might never have
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been discovered. Since Gilbert had been the aggressor during the whole ordeal and his first
venture back at the Savoy incurred such massive costs, one must wonder if part of the rationale
behind the farce was, at least to some degree, an angry tirade volleyed at the theater’s proprietor.
Indeed, few would want to go to a show that offered little more than a stale revival of other
shows, or worse still, plagiarized other productions that were already playing in the theater
district?
As for the future of the team of librettist and composer, things would never be quite the
same as they had been. Though a final operetta came to fruition between the pair at the Savoy
(The Grand Duke, 1896), both men went on to find other successes in their remaining years
outside of the partnership. The general consensus among historians is that Sullivan was probably
planning for his own future in his support of Carte during the carpet quarrel. Recognizing that
the proprietor’s future patronage could move him out of the genre of mass entertainment and into
“serious” compositional ventures, his partner was made to sulk. Far from being an overly polite
musical text, I believe that Utopia Limited shows clear signs of the animosity both librettist and
composer felt towards one another. Gilbert, at one of his most bitter moments had summed up
things famously in a quote several years earlier.
My dear fellow, I know nothing about music. I can’t tell the difference between Rule Britannia
and Pop Goes the Weasel. I merely know there is a composition and decomposition—in other
words rot—and that’s what your tune is!115
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Perhaps Sullivan answered that attack in Gilbert’s most longwinded operetta to date. The shot
was not subtle.

Example 2.5 Utopia Limited, Final Act II, (No. 26, 153), Bars 2-4.

Arthur Sullivan was, without dispute, one of the Victorian era’s most recognized
composers. Gilbert surely knew this but he must have been aware of two other things about his
partner as well. First, the composer’s recognition was largely due to the social circles in which
he made rounds. For a country that struggled with the perception that its musical achievements
were nonexistent, Sullivan, himself, was a conspicuous bit of British national and imperial pride.
Second, Gilbert was not under the illusion that their relationship was somehow based on
friendship. It was a relationship based on respect that had proved to be a highly profitable
business experience. However, the pair had consistently been at odds with each another and it
can not have escaped his notice that Sullivan’s work ethic was far from consistent and his
personal life displayed more than a few exuberances outside of the norm of Victorian modesty.
For a time these could be forgiven, but once Gilbert’s respect was lost, their full reclamation
seems to have become unattainable.
If Utopia Limited was a display of Sullivan not as the musical theater artist, but as the
“organ grinder” doing Gilbert’s bidding, as one author has recently suggested, then the libretto’s
covert lashing out at the Irish makes a great deal of sense.116 From Gilbert’s perspective,
Sullivan had failed to assume an active supporting role in the quest for the partnership’s financial
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viability during the Carpet Quarrel. He had turned instead, to blind faith in Carte’s management.
But was Sullivan’s betrayal wholly surprising to Gilbert? He was, after all, one of London’s
most famed men of Irish descent. Did Gilbert honestly see his partner as a sensible Englishman
or was the stain of his character—now so apparent—possibly attributable to his heritage?
Sullivan held great esteem among his peers; of that, there can be little doubt. It is reasonable to
ask though, could Gilbert, like so many other people of his age, believe that Irish blood was a
burden that he as an Englishman must learn to stomach in the name of business? Could he
second-guess the common social codes of an empire that was far more parochial than anyone
wanted to admit?
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION: RACE, CLASS, AND CONSPICUOUS
CONSUMPTION OF MUSICAL TEXTS
For some time now, critical evaluation of popular musical theater from the latter half of
the Victorian era has been wanting. Few musicologists have been interested or willing to deal
with musical entertainments that appeared to lack the complexity of productions on the other side
of the channel. As this thesis has shown, this trend needs reevaluation. Historians and social
critics, I believe, have asked the wrong questions. Aptly applied social criticism suggests that
exotic musical productions appearing on the Savoy stage during the early 1890s displayed both
overt and sometimes covert manifestations of the authors’ and public’s conception of itself in
relation to the wider British countryside, the empire, and the world at large. One needs only to
look at subtleties to discover this.
By weaving together a number of differing conceptions of Orientalist thought, we may
see that the discourse surrounding these musical texts, far from being static and monolithic
polarizations of good vs. evil and East vs. West, can most fairly be understood through an
exploration of the special interconnectedness that class and racial identity had for the mid-to-late
Victorian generations. Read from that perspective, what is intriguing about The Nautch Girl and
Utopia Limited is that while neither has achieved canonical status in today’s performance
repertoire, they nevertheless signal a great deal about their incepting culture’s social
cocksureness regarding themselves and the “lower sorts” both at home and abroad. Equally as
remarkable, London’s music theatergoing public bought into it time and again.
To be sure, the Orient was a subject ripe for exploration on the London stage in the
1890s, as it had been in Western Europe for centuries before. I contend, however, that as exotic
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themes repeatedly appeared in comic guise for the British public, they further entrenched
themselves into a complex socio-economic web—one that was, in fact, highly self-reflective.
Like many other matters, money seems to have been at the heart of things. Consumerism is an
often unspoken and unchallenged motivation in studies of musical texts; this is especially true of
musical theater and opera. Either pieces did well or they did not. They somehow managed their
way into an established performance canon or fell, not begrudgingly, by the wayside. But
consumer habits are far more complex and their manifestations have profound implications when
considering such a select group of musical texts. The two Savoy operettas under consideration
here are good examples of consumed exoticism, if not for their topics alone, then also because of
the social context in which they were created.
Obviously, musical theater was not a necessity of late Victorian life in the same way food
and shelter were; however, it was an important factor in a market economy that placed great
value on appearances. One went to the theater, not only for the spectacle of the show or to listen
to hummable music, but also to keep up with trends in current fashion and to be seen by one’s
peers. Attendance at opening nights (or, as in the case of The Nautch Girl and Utopia Limited, at
the spectacle generated by the absence and reappearance of Britain’s famed compositional team)
was a conspicuous necessity among the privileged classes. Exoticism may have been part of the
draw, but the distant Other portrayed on stage was often a falsely conceived notion—one whose
basis could be found in the predispositions of audiences towards the less desirable local sorts
who were seen and interacted with on a daily basis.
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Fig. 4 “The Music in Our Street,” Punch, 30 January 1892, p57.

Viewed from this perspective, the Savoy operettas discussed here acted as a symptomatic
reflection of the imperial struggle between British elites and their (here mostly voiceless)
subjects. They functioned not just as farces on Indians and Polynesians, but also (and even more
importantly) as tools of discourse between the gentry and poor of the British Isles themselves.
The operettas, like Japanese imitative parlor rooms and costumes, Moorish smoking rooms,
Indian tearooms, Turkish rugs and stools, as well as the countless pieces of exotic bric-a-brac
consumed by the public, were illusory ornaments to the privileged Victorian way of life.117 This
point—the axis between earnest politics, nefarious racisms, popular entertainment and trade—
displays so many interesting characteristics of Victorian society; it is odd that such a topic has
yielded so few critical discussions in music.
As musical texts, The Nautch Girl and Utopia Limited inevitably leave something to be
desired for many of today’s listeners. While they were applauded in their own day (sometimes
only sparingly) for their melodic content, today they can seem pallid and stale revampings of the
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characteristic styles typified by Arthur Sullivan in the High-Savoy operas of the later 1870s and
1880s. However, in most every way these musical theater pieces existed within the boundaries
of a well-defined and (for the most part) profitable convention of mass entertainment. If, once
the show had been seen and the vocal score purchased with the intent to sit noticeably on a
home’s piano, then the production had served its purpose.
I have endeavored to treat both of these operettas from a variety of perspectives, giving
due credit to librettists, composers, actors, and promoter alike for their roles in the creation of the
musical productions. Sadly, the latter two seem rarely to figure with any prominence in
discussions on the mechanics of musical theater in scholarly discourse. Though I have attempted
to give fair treatment to the role each of these parties played in the creation of the operettas,
omissions have necessarily been made and further research is clearly warranted in order to fill
the gaps that inevitably still exist in the historical record. To date, only Gilbert and Sullivan
have received any serious scholarly treatment. The list of their biographies and analyses of their
collaborations grows almost yearly, while information concerning their peers remains relatively
scarce. As of this writing, no book-length biography exists for either of the other librettists
addressed in this thesis, nor are any significant writings devoted to the life and compositions of
Edward Solomon available. While a few autobiographies exist for the Savoy’s most popular
performers (namely Jessie Bond and Rutland Barrington) and Tony Joseph’s excellent book
details both the development and legacy of D’Oyly Carte’s theater, far more effort should be
devoted to examining how the exotic was represented by actors, costumers, and set designers on
the Victorian musical stage.
Further, it must be recognized that much more work can be done to reconstruct these
musical texts through a fuller accounting and analysis of pertinent paper documents. This would
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necessarily include a detailed viewing of orchestral manuscripts (should they become available),
instrumental parts, promptbooks, and differing editions of the libretti where they exist.
Similarly, receipts from the door, the notes from the various touring companies, and further press
clippings would make for a more complete picture of the productions and their evolutions.
Consultation of these sources, held in libraries and archives on both sides of the Atlantic, will aid
in my own future studies of the operettas.
Since exoticism flourished in the music theaters of London during the decade of the
1890s like no other, further study of the matter is clearly warranted. Just as the timing of The
Nautch Girl and Utopia Limited demonstrate one theater’s pandering to a consuming public’s
desires and knowledge of current events, the droves of exotic music theatrical texts to appear on
London stages during the decade are surely indicative of a wider pattern. While brief reference
to The Geisha, San Toy, and A Chinese Honeymoon have been made in recent critical writings, a
vast repertoire of exotic musical texts from the London theaters of the same decade remains
untouched. Great Britain’s hand stretched far at the close of the nineteenth century and the
ramifications of the decade hold sway over the globe more than a century later. A judicious
understanding of such a serious enterprise necessarily requires one to look inward as well. That
is, of course, what the British did. The counterpoint provided by comedy and musical bantering
is a particularly effective way to do so. Why? Because it catches many of the principal players,
the influential middle classes, the gentry, and ruling elite, at their most vulnerable moments.
As this thesis has demonstrated, exploitation of the exotic image required authors to
examine both themselves and their periphery. In doing so they made sweeping generalizations
about distant and local Others and effectively blurred the concepts of race and class into a
singular discourse. The result was achieved; people laughed, felt nostalgia, national pride and
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were, for a moment, morally indemnified against the throngs of hapless rabble the world over.
They watched, enthralled by depictions of picturesque locales few of them would ever visit, and
were soothed by melodies blissfully familiar and unchallenging.
H.R. Haweis, quoted at the beginning of this thesis, was by no means content with the
state of music in England at the beginning of the 1890s:
You can tap society at almost any level, and while everywhere you will find a minority—a
growing one, I hope—who are willing to pay for and to listen to good music, and have some idea
of the difference between good and bad music, you will not find the upper ten or the middle class
or the mass of the people instinctively musical, or generally appreciative of anything except what
is banal in sentiment or bacchanalian in tone.118

But his article was a plea as much as it was an admonishment. Patronize an organ grinder and he
will return to the annoyance of all; do the same for a learned musician and society will be the
better for it. In fact, Britain did have composers and musicians of decent caliber. Their efforts
were simply drowned out by the noise of a society too involved with novelty and how things
appeared to notice. “Unmusical England” was meant to serve notice to the British public. If
they would pay attention and listen, an unknown world might be made available for their
enjoyment and education. The case is the same today. Many people are unwilling to listen to the
subtle discourse present in the performed context of Great Britain’s music theater of the
nineteenth century. Musicologists should take notice.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE NAUTCH GIRL

The Nautch Girl opens on the streets of Chutneypore where Indru, the son of the Rajah,
who also happens to despise the caste system and favors more democratic ideals, is addressing a
crowd of Sudras about his amorous feelings for a girl in a class beneath his own. The girl he
loves is Hollee Beebee, the principal dancer in a touring troupe of Nautch Girls. When he
finishes addressing the chorus, he engages in an argument about the appropriateness of said love
with her instructor, Baboo Currie. Currie pleads with the Indru to see that any relationship with
Beebee is quite impossible because she is of the lowest caste while he is of the highest order, that
marriage and the Nautch tradition are quite incompatible, and that should the relationship
continue, the Rajah will extol his wrath upon Currie by canceling his license. After informing
Indru that he intends to fine Beebee’s pay if she continues their relationship, the two engage in a
duet in which Indru continually holds Beebee to a lofty ideal and Currie repeatedly attempts to
shoot that same image down. At the conclusion of their song, Indru announces that he intends to
renounce his caste by partaking of potted cow meat in public, in effect desecrating one of the
most sacred principals of Hindu society and lowering him to the same rank as pariahs and
polluted laborers.
As the men exeunt, the Nautch girls enter singing the virtues and rewards of their art.
Beebee appends to this a solo that confirms Nautch girls exploit with ease their grace and
feminine wiles. Indru reenters and the two lovers embrace, much to the embracement of her
coworkers. After informing her that his father has become aware of their transgression, Beebee
confides in Indru that she was in fact a Brahmin but that through unfortunate circumstance (her
father had been tossed a rope by an untouchable in an attempt to save him from drowning and
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subsequently a court had ruled the pariah’s shame had passed up the length of rope to him, and
by relation to her) under what will most likely be perpetual pending litigation she is forced to
work as a Nautch girl to pay for representation. Thus, their love may never become recognized.
The pair sings a duet reminiscent of the English wedding ceremony after which Indru exits with
the intention of eating potted cow. Currie enters and pleads with Beebee, informing her of the
Rajah’s anger and the all too likely possibility that she will be thrown into a pit of crocodiles.
Fearing this to be the case, Currie tells Beebee that he has scheduled an exhibition in Paris and,
though she protests, drags her off stage.
In the next scene, Punka, the Rajah of Chutneypore, enters to a short processional and
chorus and proceeds to introduce himself with a song that flaunts his greatest talents and assets.
Upon its completion he engages in dialogue with his cousin, Pyjama, whom the Rajah has
installed in the position of Grand Vizier, and an imprisoned Beebee as the chorus looks on.
Punka swiftly turns his attention away from Pyjama when he realizes how beautiful Beebee is
and after making reference to the percentage of indigo in his family’s bloodline (i.e. truly blueblooded Brahmin’s), he releases her with the understanding that were her status as a Brahmin to
be reinstated he would happily consider her for a daughter-in-law or as his own wife. Once she
and the rest of the chorus has left the stage, Punka laments to another of his relatives, Chinna
Loofa, about the phrenological significance of a bump on his head. It is to this he attributes his
absurd nepotism, as well as his worries over the recent theft and bizarre travels of the local idol’s
diamond eye. He is especially worried about the latter subject, because he fears that the idol,
Bumbo, who once awoken will be irrational and unpredictable, will take out his wrath upon the
Rajah. To add to this pain, the Rajah suffers because the thief is Pyjama and he is unwilling to
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release this information in fear that it will discredit him and lower his own rank, as is custom, by
relation.
Once he has finished recounting the known travels of Bumbo’s diamond eye, Punka,
Beebee, Pyjama, and Chinna engage in a brisk pattering quartet on many of the perceived
absurdities of contemporary (British) society. Upon its completion Indru enters and announces
that his plan has been completed and that he has dishonored himself, much to the dismay of his
father and Chinna. Chinna then explains in song how she has searched long and hard for a mate
and that she finds qualities in men that seem perfect more often than is probably healthy. For her
to have such feelings for a cousin is, at the very least, peculiar. Once she has completed her
song, Pyjama rushes on stage to announce that the courts have found Beebee’s claim to be a
Brahmin to have merit and have reinstated her to that exalted position. As the finale of Act I
begins the irony that Indru has sacrificed his rank for nothing and that Beebee may be compelled
to marry his father seems perfectly clear. Indru and Beebee’s wedding is interrupted by the
news. Pyjama announces that their wedding has broken the law and that the punishment for the
both of them will be death. However, Currie reminds the couple of the opportunity they all have
to go into exile as performers in Paris. As the curtain falls on the first act, Punka laments that his
legacy shall not continue, Beebee and the other Nautch girls prepare to depart, as does Indru, but
at the last possible moment Pyjama and his soldiers arrest him.
As Act II gets underway, the audience discovers Punka’s poor relations, now elevated to
high positions in society, singing in a courtyard with Indru’s cell off to one side of the stage. Six
month have past since he was arrested. Pyjama announces with great pleasure that Indru’s death
sentence will be carried out the next day and that he has written a letter to the Idol, Bumbo,
describing the transgressions of the son (and by relation, the father). Chinna, meanwhile is
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saddened by the news but also angered at Beebee’s seeming abandonment of Indru. Pyjama’s
pleasure with himself grows by the minute and he lets it be known that he intends to take the
position of Rajah as soon as it has been vacated.
Later, Indru and Chinna engage in a duet that seems centered around longing, in her case
it is for him, and in his it is for freedom. In a twist on the Rapunzel theme, Indru unwinds and
lowers his turban and hauls up a steel bar, which he uses to break the jail bars from their mortar
housings. Once lowered, Chinna disguises him as a woman and implores him to run away with
her and forget about Beebee. He informs her that to do so is out of his power, and she resigns to
find another love. The two exit just in time to miss Punka and Pyjama, who are engaged in
conversation about the recent awakening of the Idol. As the two leave stage, the chorus enters,
praising Bumbo. He enters sitting on a chair carried by priests and sings about the theft of his
eye and the neglect he has received ever since the incident. Once done, he unleashes his anger
upon Punka and orders the Rajah stripped of his title, sentencing him to death in a crocodile pit.
Pyjama is then elevated to the rank of Rajah and Bumbo sings about not only his own age and
decrepit state, but also contemporary affairs in Britain. A chorus of praise and the entrance of
Chinna, who, is amazed and intrigued by the idols awakening, follow his song. The two then
engage in idle talk that turns serious and concludes with the two in a near affinity on a host of
issues, including marriage.
After the conclusion of their conversation and song, Bumbo addresses the condemned
Punka. His only regret about killing the former Rajah and his son is that he does not have more
relatives to die with as well. The notion intrigues Punka who inquires if the punishment shall
include all relations including cousins, half cousins and quarter cousins of every sort. Answered
in the affirmative, he becomes completely giddy, now blessed with the knowledge that Pyjama
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will die as well, and so he resigns himself to his fate. Punka, Bumbo, and Chinna then engage in
a trio on the implementation of the family’s execution. Chinna in her defense whispers
something to Bumbo and receives an amnesty based on their mutual affections. As the scene
concludes, it is agreed that all of the family will be tossed into a pit of sacred crocodiles tied
together, Pyjama at the front end and Punka in the rear enjoying the whole show.
Once the trio has exited, Beebee returns from her trip abroad with Currie and a
spectacular jewel given to her by an anonymous suitor. She meets Indru, still in disguise, near
the city gates. After the conclusion of a love duet they meet Punka who is looking for Pyjama.
After explaining to her that he is no longer the Rajah and that he intends to take the whole family
to the grave with him, Punka is informed by Currie and the remaining members of his nautch
troupe that he and Indru may travel with them in exile as performers. The group then undertakes
a fairly exhaustive singing and dancing number that demonstrates many of the current dance
crazes of Western Europe. As they are concluding, Pyjama enters and orders them to stop, but
Punka produces a list of all his relatives that causes the newly installed Rajah to collapse. As
Punka gloats over the fun he intends to have, Pyjama announces that he (as well as all the other
cousins) is in fact, in no way related to Punka, and that he had simply lied to get the position of
Grand Vizier. While Punka sulks about this latest bit of information Beebee and Currie hatch a
plot to make Pyjama late for the execution. The intent is clearly to infuriate Bumbo. She and the
Nautch Girls then entertain Pyjama with an “Indian Lullaby” and dance. The dance lasts so long
that Bumbo does in fact become irritated and he seeks out Pyjama. Indru and Punka, escorted by
guards, follow him and while Pyjama is still in a state of confusion, Punka tells Bumbo that his
diamond eye was, in fact, stolen by Pyjama. At a loss for words, the villain is swiftly escorted
out. Bumbo is, however, unrelenting in his want to sacrifice the father and son, even with the
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pleading of Beebee and Chinna at his arms. Suddenly, the idol sees the diamond suspended
around Beebee’s neck and recognizes it as his own lost eye. In his elation, the two are freed and
Bumbo takes Chinna as his wife. In the finale Bumbo and Currie become inanimate partners,
Beebee and Indru are finally united, and Punka is restored to his position as the Rajah of
Chutneypore.
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SYNOPSIS OF UTOPIA LIMITED

As the operetta opens, we discover the inhabitants of the South Pacific island of Utopia
lying in a palm grove singing about their lazy existence. Upon completion, Calynx, the seldom
seen Utopian Vice-Chamberlain enters and announces to the maidens, Salata and Melene, that
King Paramount’s eldest daughter, Zara, has returned from England with a degree from Girton
College. The three then engage in dialogue concerning the wonders of British civilization, its
institutions and, of primary importance for the young ladies, fashion. The general consensus is
reached that life will improve considerably once Utopia’s government is abandoned for one
modeled on Great Britain. Thus, their needs will no longer be catered to and they will be
required to think and provide for themselves. Suddenly, Tarara, the recently appointed public
exploder, enters in a horrible mood, yelling in the Utopian tongue (which has recently been
deemed illegal by the King). Nervously playing with small firecrackers, Tarara’s sole job is to
act at the discretion of the two high court judges, Schapio and Phantis, and blow up the monarch
and replace him on the throne should he fail in his duties. Thus, Utopia’s monarch is absolute in
theory, but his hand and judgment is tempered by the knowledge that, should he prove
inadequate, he may easily be replaced. In a cruel twist, the king is ordered to slander himself in
both a society newspaper (of which he attempts to buy all the copies) and the libretto of an opera
that is currently in production.
After Tarara exits, Scaphio and Phantis enter to a processional march and proceed to sing
a duet confirming much of the same material explained by Tarara. After its conclusion, Phantis
tells Schapio of his love for Zara and his fears that after her years in England (which is full of so
many more handsome men than Utopia) that his love will not be returned. In a duet the two
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hatch a plot to force the king to bind Zara to Phantis, threatening to unleash Tarara should he
refuse. The two are so pleased with themselves they dance with joy to end the scene.
King Paramount then enters to a short processional and sings a solo and recitative about
his powers as king and his intention to henceforth model Utopia’s government upon Great
Britain. In order to demonstrate that every aspect of society will be transformed the king
employs an English Governess, the Lady Sophy (whom he has romantic feelings for), to
effectively transform his daughters, Nekaya and Kalyba, into British girls. The two then engage
in a duet on the same subject and are followed by a recitative and song by the Lady Sophy on the
proper manner of British courtship. After she has departed the stage, the king discusses with
Scaphio and Phantis his concerns about the society newspaper and opera. They create a
contradiction which, he feels cannot last. Paramount fears that his subjects tremble at his decree
by day and laugh at them by night. Exacerbated, he launches into a tune on the farces of life,
which is tantamount to a ruckus drinking song, accompanied by the two judges. Once done, the
judges exit and Lady Sophy returns. The king immediately tells her that she is the object of his
affections. She professes to have already known this and is not surprised because all of the
monarchs she has ever encountered felt the same. Unfortunately, she refuses to consider him as
a partner because she has obtained a copy of the society newspaper and is appalled by the kings
purported antics. Once the king has professed his innocence, Sophy implores him to exact
revenge on the author of the articles and have him put to death, a prospect the king naturally
enough dislikes. The pair concludes with a dance, their love still unattainable.
At this point, the Utopian court enters with Princess Zara, who is accompanied by the
English Captian Fitzbattlexe and four lifeguards. She then sings a topical song on her education
in Great Britain. Appended to this song is a choral number that informs the audience of the love
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between Zara and Fitzbattleaxe. Zara then introduces Fitzbattleaxe to her father and the two
engage in conversation as the lifeguardsman are drooled over by the Utopian maidens. From
behind stage, Scaphio and Phantis emerge and once they see her, are driven mad with desire and
begin to bicker over who should have the rights to her hand. She interrupts their fight and in
doing so is told that she is the object for which they fight. Quite taken aback, Zara consults
Fitzbattleaxe, who suggests that the two of them engage in a dual. Until one of them is declared
the winner, he will look after her. In the following quartet the two judges agree that should one
die the other will gladly accept the princess’s hand, while Zara and Fitzbattleaxe agree that in all
likelihood neither Scaphio or Phantis has enough backbone to engage in a dual and that the
whole matter is trivial as a result. Upon Fitzbattleaxe’s exit, the king enters and is accosted by
Zara who is as furious with the author of the society paper’s articles as Lady Sophy had
previously been. As the finale to Act One begins, Zara informs her father that she has brought
back with her from England, six paradigms of Englishness, or Flowers of Progress, who will aid
him in the transformation of Utopian society. The court and Flowers enter and each of the
Englishmen introduces themselves and their business interests to the native population. Among
their ranks are Sir Bailey Barre, Q.C., M.P., Lord Dramaleigh, Mr. Goldbury, a company
promoter, Mr. Blushington, a County Councilor, and Captain Corcoran, K.C.B. Each sings of
his plans to makeover the Utopian island, including, of all the most preposterous ideas, the
modeling of all life on the island upon the British Joint Stock Company’s Act of 1862. As the
curtain falls most of the operettas principal characters are singing praise to the progressive
English ideas while Schapio, Phantis, and Tarara are plotting their legally sanctioned form of
regicide and succession to the throne.
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Act II opens at night inside the Utopian Palace throne room with Fitzbattleaxe struggling
to sing a romantic ballad to Zara in the midst of a bad head cold. After its completion, the two
discuss the transformation which Utopia has undergone since Anglicization began. Aside from
the now dominant local navy, Utopia’s governance by the principals of limited liability have
swept the island. Even children have gotten involved in the whole affair. Dropping their native
attire, the islands inhabitants have adopted English fashion wholeheartedly and plan on putting
themselves on display to one-another through English style drawing rooms (which they have
improved upon by moving from afternoons to nighttime). As the Drawing room scene gets
underway, the King enters, dressed in an English Field Marshal’s costume and asks if his English
advisors will properly demonstrate to him how to run a Cabinet-council meeting. In a bit of
mean-spiritedness, the Flowers implore him to hold his council in the manner of a minstrel show
routine seen at St. James Hall (as opposed to a more correct St. James Palace). The routine that
follows is a mix of patter-song, minstrel cavorting, and biting social commentary. Once
completed, a very authentic recreation of an English Drawing Room Ceremony is created, with
the king and his daughter seated at the throne receiving the ladies of the island. Recognizing that
the ceremony is representative of his high aspirations for Utopia, the king engages the chorus in
a dramatic and serious unaccompanied hymn on a theme of Glory and supremacy.
As the chorus exits, Scaphio and Phantis enter in a rage. Progress for the island has not
manifested itself into progress for them, as the newspaper and opera are in shambles. Further,
whenever they try to collect on bills past due, people (now limited liability people) claim
insufficient funds to pay and wind up their company, only to start again the next day, debt free.
They then remind the king that they hold the power to have him killed, but in a defiant move,
Paramount dances the same dance the two Judges had performed in Act One, only in the context
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of indifference since he knows that in reality there is little the pair can do. Once the king has left
the stage, Scaphio and Phantis beckon Tarara to join them and hatch a secret plot (it is whispered
during a song), which will bring about a revolution on the South Pacific Island.
While the trio disappears to stir up a revolution, Lord Dramaleigh and Mr. Goldberg
appear on stage congratulating one another over the success of the evening and vying for the
king’s younger and impressionable daughters. At first the two girls are unwilling to accept the
advances of the older men, due to the proper etiquette instilled in them by Lady Sophy, but
gradually they give way once the men tell them that English girls are in no way as demure as
outward appearances seem. Once finished, the Lady Sophy and King Paramount enter and
reconcile their feelings, finally accepting that their love is real and that they can in fact be
together. After a duet, the two begin to dance and are joined by Zara and Fitzbattleaxe and the
tune turns to a wild tarantella in which they all throw off inhibitions and dance wildly. As the
dance concludes, Schapio and Phantis, followed by a mob, enter singing “down with the Flowers
of Progress.” Their main grievance is that Utopia’s Anglicization has been so complete that wars
are impossible, that doctors and lawyers are out of jobs, and that life has become overly dull.
The solution to this problem is instantly thought up by Zara who concludes that she and the
Flowers have forgotten to import the rule by party system of government, and that by doing so,
mayhem will befall Utopia and people will once again have something to do. Through a system
of checks and balances, progress will cease and the people can go back to their relatively happy
states. In an extremely short finale, the Utopian’s sing praise to their newfound system of
government, as excerpts of “Hail Britannia” accompany them. Upon its conclusion, the operetta
finds a Utopian populace still hopelessly enamored with Great Britain’s policies, fashion, people
and general way of life. Utopia’s literal meaning has held its course through the whole show.
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PROGRAM FROM UTOPIA LIMITED
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